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Physical Setting
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Santa Ana River is the largest stream system in Southern California, beginning high in the San
Bernardino Mountains and flowing over 100 miles southwesterly where it discharges to the Pacific
Ocean in Huntington Beach. The Santa Ana River watershed, which receives an average annual
rainfall of about 13 inches, covers over 2,650 square miles of widely varying terrain located in
portions of San Bernardino, Riverside and Orange counties, home to more than 4 million people.

The Monte Vista Water District's service area lies between 700 and 1,250 feet elevation above
mean sea level, rising gently northward toward the San Gabriel Mountains, approximately six
miles from the northernmost boundary of the District.

1.3.1

Monte Vista Water District (MVWD), a county water district formed in 1927, provides retail and
wholesale water services to a population of over 135,000 within a 30-square mile area, including
the communities of Montclair, Chino Hills and portions of the City of Chino.

1.3

As required by the Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Emergency Management Agency
(DHS-FEMA), all Hazard Mitigation Plans (HMP) must be updated, adopted and approved every
five (5) years; Monte Vista Water District’s current HMP expired March 2010. The purpose of the
update is to validate and incorporate new information into the plan and identify progress that has
been made since the last approval of the plan. It should also be noted that an approved HMP is
required to receive federal assistance under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) or PreDisaster Mitigation (PDM) programs.

1.2

While we cannot prevent disasters from happening, their effects can be reduced or eliminated
through a well-organized public education and awareness effort, preparedness and mitigation. For
those hazards which cannot be fully mitigated, the community must be prepared to provide efficient
and effective response and recovery.

Hazard mitigation reduces or eliminates losses of life and property. After disasters, repairs and
reconstruction are often completed in such a way as to simply restore to pre-disaster conditions.
Such efforts expedite a return to normalcy; however, the replication of pre-disaster conditions
results in a cycle of damage, reconstruction, and repeated damage. Hazard mitigation ensures that
such cycles are broken and that post-disaster repairs and reconstruction result in a reduction in
hazard vulnerability.

Emergencies and disasters cause death or leave people injured or displaced, cause significant
damage to our communities, businesses, public infrastructure and our environment, and cost
tremendous amounts in terms of response and recovery dollars and economic loss.

1.1

Section 1 – Introduction
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The climate of the area overlying the service boundaries of Monte Vista Water District is
typical of inland non-mountainous Southern California communities with precipitation
averaging approximately 15 to 16 inches per year, occurring mostly in the winter months
(November through March) and highly variable from year to year. Temperatures range from
30 degrees to 60 degrees Fahrenheit in the winter and 50 to 100 degrees in the summer.
Deviation from the average annual precipitation was experienced in 1998 due to El Niño
conditions for the western United States. The last significant drought period began in 2007
and continued through 2009 with dryer than normal conditions continuing to present time.
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Under natural conditions, the river would be an intermittent stream with high run-off in the winter
and spring seasons, and little or no flow in the summer months. In more recent years, the natural
river supply has been, and continue to be, supplemented by highly treated effluent flows from
wastewater treatment plants resulting in a perpetual stream of water that courses from the City of
San Bernardino to the coastal plain of Orange County. As the river and its tributaries flow toward
the sea, the water percolates into the sands and gravels of the stream system, recharging 29
groundwater basins that comprise the watershed. One of these basins is the Chino Groundwater
Basin, one of the largest in the state, from which Monte Vista Water District pumps groundwater
that is used for municipal, industrial and agricultural uses.
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This map drawing outlines the District's service area.

Monte Vista Water District Service Area

History
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Monte Vista Water District's current retail service area is comprised of about 6,120 acres (9.6
square miles), lying adjacent to the westerly border of San Bernardino County with the majority of
the land use zoned as residential, along with concentrations of commercial, light manufacturing
and some agricultural areas. The area encompasses the City of Montclair, portions of the City of
Chino and unincorporated areas of San Bernardino County between the cities of Pomona,
Ontario, Chino and Chino Hills.

As residential development displaced the citrus groves, the population grew along with the need
for support services like wider roads, retail and commercial entities, freeways and expansion of
utilities, including water services.

Over the following decades, reservoirs, wells pipelines and booster stations were constructed.
The first annexation occurred in 1948 adding 125 customers to its existing 324 service
connections. Additional annexations took place over the years.

After several hearings and proceedings, the election was held on August 11, 1927. 125
votes were cast -122 yes and 3 no. The Monte Vista County Water District was officially
formed and the first meeting was held on December 19, 1927 in the office of the West
Ontario Citrus Association. A five-member board of directors was elected with Mr. C. Earl
Wetherbee chosen as the first president. To this day, a five-member Board of Directors,
elected by residents within the District's service area, is responsible for governance.

The Committee hired an engineer and developed petitions, which were sent to the County
Board of Supervisors asking for permission to form a water district under the state laws. The
name "Narod" was changed sometime during the process to "Monte Vista."

A committee was formed called the Narod Water District Committee (Narod was a young
settlement of 15 families in the Monte Vista Land Tract).

The area was covered with orange and lemon groves. Neighbors lived a half mile from each
other. Limited Mutual Water Company delivered irrigation water to the groves in the
boundaries of Arrow Highway to the north, Central Ave. to the west, Benson Ave. to the
east, and San Bernardino Ave. to the south. Irrigation water was stored in individual cisterns
at higher ends of the groves with small water lines built to bring water to homes. Limited
Mutual Water Co. decided to add the provision of domestic water services. People served
by Palomares Water Company, the Monte Vista Water Company, Century Water Company
and Monte Vista Irrigation Company wanted to be included in receiving domestic water.

1927

Los Angeles Land Developer gave the name "Monte Vista Land Tract" to an area extending
from a stream, now the San Antonio Channel, on the north to the railroad tracks to Phillips
and State St. in the other direction.

Early 1900s

Monte Vista Water District, a County Water District formed in 1927 under provisions of
Division 12 of the State Water Code, emerged from the need for domestic water services for
72 families, most of which were involved in citrus farming. Water supply nourished the
groves, but there was a need for better domestic water service with increased water
pressure and adequate supply, particularly for fire suppression.

1.3.2
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Maximum Day Demand: 34 mgd
Annual Water Demand: 23,000 - 24,000 acre-feet per year, on average
Groundwater Production Rights: 13,500 acre-feet (Fiscal Year 2009-10)
Groundwater Production Capacity: 29 mgd
Entitlement in Water Treatment Plant: 19 mgd
Total Source Capacity: 48 million gallons per day (mgd)
Four Pressure Zones
198 miles of water distribution mains, ranging from 2 inches in diameter to 48 inches in
diameter
12 active groundwater production wells
Production Rate: 29 million gallons per day
6 storage reservoirs; 12 million gallons total capacity

Single Family Connections: 9,676
Multi-Family Connections: 626
Commercial/Institutional Connections: 978
Landscape-Irrigation Connections: 305
Agricultural Connections: 12
Other Connections: 331
Total Number of Retail Connections: 11,928

Administration Office/Maintenance Yard
15 active facility sites
7 inactive facility sites

Demographics

60 percent Chino Groundwater Basin
40 percent Imported from State Water Project
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The District provides retail water services to a constituent population of 55,256 (46,434 in 2005),
including 37,535 (30,950 in 2005) people in the entire boundaries of the City of Montclair; 3,235
(2,827 in 2005) people in a portion of the City of Chino and 14,485 (12,257 in 2005) people within
unincorporated areas of San Bernardino County lying between the cities of Ontario, Chino, Chino
Hills and Pomona. The District also provides wholesale water supply to the City of Chino Hills,
population 78,971 (70,000 in 2005).

1.3.3

•
•

Water Supply Sources

•
•
•

Physical Plants

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service Connections

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some key figures and data on the District include:

Monte Vista Water District also provides wholesale water supply to the city of Chino Hills
(population 79,000) under the provisions of a long-term contractual agreement executed in 1998
that allows for the distribution of up to 20.22 million gallons of water per day.

Existing Land Use
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The area's retail success is based on solid demographics, excellent location and strong retail
tradition backed by a pro-business city government. This is also some agriculture industry
(strawberry farms) located in the southern portion of the service area as well as light industrial
centers and warehouses located near the railroad corridor south of the District's offices.
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Poised between Los Angeles County and the growing Inland Empire region, the District's service
area is home to a dynamic retail and business environment. The Montclair Plaza consistently
ranks in the top ten for sales out of all the shopping malls in the entire state of California.
Development surrounding the mall property includes restaurants, retail centers and major big box
centers. The Montclair Transit Center is a major master-planned transportation center offering a
Metrolink station, a regional transit and bus hub, a park-and-ride facility and an on-site day care
center.

1.3.4

Total population served, combining retail and wholesale services, is approximately 135,000
(115,000 in 2005). The retail service area comprises an area of 9.6 square miles.

10
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Map of MVWD Retail / Wholesale Service Area

Monte Vista Water District Service Area Map

Development Trends

Revenue from water sales

New Administration Building
(PLANT 1)
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Funding Source

Building Projects

2011-2016

Timeframe

Future Building Projects for 2011-2016

$ 7.5 Million
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Estimated Cost

Future plans for the District is to build a new larger administration building east of the existing
administration building. This new building will be built on the current Plant 1 facility area to
accommodate a larger space and meeting ADA regulations. This future development project will
be constructed to meet current building and earthquake codes. Since this project will replace the
existing administration building, the cost for replacement to potential damage will be increased in
regard to Earthquake and Flood hazards affecting the Plant 1 facility site, mentioned on Section
4.2 and 4.4.2.

The District's Domestic Water Master Plan, adopted in 2008, focuses on improvements and
upgrades to existing infrastructure, including a number of projects to replace aging water
distribution pipelines which are designed to improve water quality and supply reliability. Some
projects will include upsizing of pipe diameters to accommodate increased flows. One new
groundwater production well is currently under construction and is anticipated to be completed in
early 2011.

The District and its surrounding area are essentially urbanized, being surrounded by the cities of
Chino Hills, Pomona and Claremont to the west; Upland to the north; Ontario to the east and
Chino to the south. The development within the District's service area is predominantly residential
with commercial and light industrial development with some remaining pockets of agriculture. The
area is essentially "built out" but with considerable "in-fill" taking place within the city of Montclair
and the unincorporated county areas within the District's service area. The "in-fill" is
predominantly related to small residential housing projects and commercial and light industrial
developments. New water demand has kept pace with the growth of the District's retail service
area.

Monte Vista Water District does not anticipate proposing any sphere of influence amendments or
annexations during the next several years. Since 1927, the District has conducted numerous
annexations, the most recent in 1989 that added San Bernardino County Water Works #8 system
and its related customers to the District.

Future Development:

1.3.5

Promulgation Authority

Primary Point of Contact
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Jonathan R. Dizon
Engineering Technician
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 267-2177 (Office)
jdizon@mvwd.org

The Point of Contact for information regarding this plan is:

2.3

Sandra Rose
President
Description of Involvement: President of the Board of Directors
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 160
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Mark N. Kinsey
General Manager
Description of Involvement: General Manager of Monte Vista Water District. Provides
oversight of plan and approval before submission of plan to agencies and before final
approval to Board of Directors
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 170
mkinsey@mvwd.org
www.mvwd.org

This Hazard Mitigation Plan was reviewed and approved by the following Promulgation Authorities:

2.2

This 2011 Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) has been adopted by the Monte Vista Water District Board
of Directors on June, 22, 2011. See meeting minutes for the Board Meeting in Item 2B (Attachment
F). The Monte Vista Water District adopted this local HMP as part of the San Bernardino
Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.

Preparing for the Plan

Documenting actions since 2005
Incorporating new data
Engaging the Planning Team
Conducting Public Outreach
Formulation of goals and objectives
Identification of natural hazards that affect the District
Determination of hazard probability
Research of critical facilities
Estimation of potential losses
Evaluation of proposed mitigation projects
Development of new mitigation projects
Development of a plan maintenance process
Adoption of the Updated HMP

Monte Vista Water District
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To provide a better understand of the Planning Process and give a timeframe of the effort, The
Table below shows the draft timeline for preparing the Draft HMP for the District and the San
Bernardino County Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, discussed
further in the following sections.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The update process consisted of:
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The District’s local planning team reviewed the existing 2005 HMP and Crosswalk to determine
which sections of the plan needed to be updated. Once the planning team had reviewed these
documents and added any new hazard and mitigation program information, recommendations were
presented for public review and input.

3.1

This section includes a list of the planning team members, a summary of the meetings held,
coordination efforts with surrounding communities/groups, and all Public Outreach efforts.

This 2011 HMP was completed with the coordination and involvement in the San Bernardino
Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update planning efforts. The
update process was done with the assistance of a local Planning Team, consisting of members
within the District who had a vested interest and were appropriate for the level of knowledge
required for the local HMP. This team developed and implemented the planning process.

The purpose of this section is to document the planning process that was taken to review, revise,
and update the 2005 HMP. A comprehensive description of the planning process not only informs
citizens and other readers about how the plan was developed, but also provides a permanent
record of how decisions were reached so it can be replicated or adapted in future plan updates. An
integral part of the planning process is documentation of how the public was engaged through the
process.

2.1

Adoption by Local Governing Body

Section 3 - Planning Process

Section 2 – Plan Adoption

Planning Team
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Hank Aceves
Water Systems Supervisor
Description of Involvement: Water system supervisor; provides information on water supply
systems and water quality projects.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 185
haceves@mvwd.org

Angelic Bird
Emergency Services Coordinator
Description of Involvement: Emergency Services Coordinator for Montclair Fire Department;
provides information regarding City of Montclair.
Contact Information:
Montclair Fire Department
8901 Monte Vista Avenue
P.O. Box 2308
Montclair, CA 91763
Phone: (909) 447-3542
abird@cityofmontclair.org

The 2011 HMP Update local planning team for the District was compiled, authored, and reviewed
by the following members:

3.1.1

Draft 2011 HMP Update Timeline for the Monte Vista Water District
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Juan Zamora
Water Conservation Specialist III
Description of Involvement: Provides information on flood control through management of
percolation basins in Monte Vista Water District service area.
Chino Basin Water Conservation District
4594 San Bernardino St.
Montclair, CA 91763
(909)267-3224
JZamora@cbwcd.org

Kathy Standridge
Projects Assistant
Description of Involvement: Assistant in the updating and development of the 2011 HMP Plan.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 117
kstandridge@mvwd.org

Jonathan R. Dizon
Engineering Technician
Description of Involvement: Facilitator of the planning team. Responsible for the updating and
development of 2011 HMP Plan.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 177
jdizon@mvwd.org

Russell Gray
Maintenance Superintendent
Description of Involvement: Provides information on distribution system, pipelines, etc.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue,
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 112
regray@mvwd.org
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Meetings (both in-person and virtual) were held with the planning team to solicit their input and
review sections of the HMP. Each meeting focused on specific sections from the 2005 HMP,
including the Introduction, Participation Information, Planning Process and Public Involvement,
Risk Assessment, Mitigation Strategy, and Plan Maintenance. Preparing the Hazard Mitigation
Plan consisted of the following actions:

Ray Harton
Manager of Finance & Administration
Description of Involvement: Provides information on asset value and replacement costs as well as
other financial information such as economic impact data.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 110
rharton@mvwd.org

Van M. Jew
Manager of Engineering, Operations and Maintenance
Description of Involvement: Vulnerability Assessment Information; District facilities; Capital
Improvement Program information; cost of mitigation projects
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 111
vjew@mvwd.org

Mary Ann Melleby
Public Affairs Director
Description of Involvement: MVWD’s 2005 HMP Facilitator. Responsible for guidance and
development for the update as well a public outreach of the plan.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 267-2165
mmelleby@mvwd.org
www.mvwd.org

Mark Kinsey
General Manager
Description of Involvement: General Manager of District; provides management oversight of
development and implementation of plan; provides information regarding District strategic
planning and implementation efforts.
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 170
mkinsey@mvwd.org

Coordination with Other Jurisdictions, Agencies, and
Organizations

Monte Vista Water District
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Also, interaction with other local water district’s proved valuable in the development of the mitigation
projects for the plan. All the water agencies within the County of San Bernardino met to collectively
discuss necessary decisions to streamline and standardized our HMP and share each other’s
resources. East Valley Water District hosted the meetings at their agency headquarters and
organized the process for all the water agencies 2011 HMP update.

The District participated in bi-weekly meetings to coordinate and receive support for their HMP with
the County’s Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. The support included receiving
technical expertise, resource material and tools, not only to expedite the HMP update process, but
also to ensure that the updates are in compliance with federal requirements of the program. The
tools, resource material, and other project related information were maintained on a project portal
(https://tmsprojects.icfi.com/sbhmpupdate/default.aspx) to ensure the same information is available
to all participants.

San Bernardino County Fire Department Office of Emergency Services (OES) is coordinating the
update of the San Bernardino County Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation
Plan. The current San Bernardino County Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard
Mitigation Plan process consists of information from 55 local HMPs, which are included as an annex
to the County’s Operational Area plan. The 55 participants include all 24 incorporated cities and
towns, 30 special districts, and the unincorporated county. The District is a participating special
district within the San Bernardino County OES Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.

3.2

Hazard Mitigation Plan 2011 Update Planning Team Meeting
Date: 12/01/2010
Description: MVWD Planning Team Meeting to discuss milestone dates, draft review comments
and input, and HMP Crosswalk review.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Hazard Mitigation Plan 2011 Update Planning Team Meeting
Date: 09/01/2010
Description: MVWD Planning Team Meeting to discuss public involvement/outreach, risk
assessment, and milestone dates. Key representatives from City of Montclair and Chino Basin
Water Conservation District also attended.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

MVWD Planning Team Kick-Off Meeting
Date: 08/04/2010
Description: Planning Team met to discuss Cal EMA/FEMA updates, draft guidance, and
milestone dates
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Pre-Plan Meeting with Monte Vista Water District Planning Team
Date: 06/24/2010
Description: Monte Vista Water District Planning Team Members met to discuss the 2011 Hazard
Mitigation Plan Update project. The group discussed the requirements of the update and laid out
a plan of how to proceed with the update.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763
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Montclair Planning Team Meeting
Date: 08/03/2010
Description: Attended meeting with City of Montclair planning team to share information and
monitor progress on plan preparation
Location: Montclair Fire Department, 8910 Monte Vista Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

HMP Water Agency Meeting
Date: 07/30/2010
Description: Discussion of Hazard Mitigation Plan update and how it may apply to various water
agencies.
Location: East Valley Water District, 3654 E. Highland Ave., Suite 12, Highland, CA 92346

San Bernardino County Fire Depart OES Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
2011 Update
Date: 07/29/2010
Description: Web-based conference call discussing Cal EMA/FEMA administrative items, draft
guidance, stakeholder communication/coordination tools and next steps.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Stakeholder Meeting
Date: 07/15/2010
Description: Several agencies gathered to discuss methodology of updating Hazard Mitigation
Plan, guidance, crosswalk, requirements of Cal EMA and FEMA.
Location: Ontario Police Department, 2500 South Archibald Ave., Ontario, CA 91761

Planning Team Meeting
Date: 07/06/2010
Description: Missed the meeting; have meeting minutes. Planning Team met to discuss the 2011
Hazard Mitigation Plan Update project. The group discussed the requirements of the update and
laid out a plan of how to proceed with the update.
Location: Montclair Fire Department, 8910 Monte Vista Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

San Bernardino County Operational Area Website Portal Rollout Meeting
Date: 07/01/2010
Description: Live meeting/conference call hosed by ICF International. Andrew Petrow of ICF
demonstrated how the portal is set-up and how it can be used for public and private use.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Kick-Off Meeting for 2011 Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
Date: 06/10/2010
Description: Kick-off meeting for the San Bernardino County Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. At this meeting, Andy Petrow of ICF International explained the
planning process.
Location: Ontario Police Department, 2500 South Archibald Ave., Ontario, CA 91761

Coordination details
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HMP Water Agency Meeting EVWD
Date: 10/12/2010
Description: Andrew Petrow of ICF discussed expectations and feedback from Cal EMA.
Location: East Valley Water District, 3654 E. Highland Ave., Suite 12, Highland, CA 92346
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Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2011 Update Meeting
Date: 10/07/2010
Description: Conference call to discuss new submission dates for Group 2, Assembly Bill 2140, Cal
EMA’s review of plans from Group 1.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Hazard Mitigation Team Meeting
Date: 09/14/2010
Description: Attended meeting with City of Montclair planning team to share information and
monitor progress on plan preparation, and to discuss mitigation strategies
Location: Montclair Police Department, 4870 Arrow Highway, Montclair, CA 91763

HMP Water Agency Meeting EVWD
Date: 09/09/2010
Description: Attended meeting with several local agencies to share information and progress of
plans.
Location: East Valley Water District, 3654 E. Highland Ave., Suite 12, Highland, CA 92346

Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2011 Update Meeting
Date: 08/26/2010
Description: Conference call to discuss repetitive loss and severe repetitive loss properties
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Hazard Mitigation Team Meeting
Date: 08/24/2010
Description: Attended meeting with City of Montclair planning team to share information and
monitor progress on plan preparation, and to discuss hazard profile information
Location: Montclair Police Department, 4870 Arrow Highway, Montclair, CA 91763

San Bernardino County Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
2011 Update Stakeholders Meeting
Date: 08/12/2010
Description: Andrew Petrow of ICF discussed process/project issues. Cal EMA/FEMA
administrative follow-up items, HMP guidance, resource material, and next steps for groups 1 and
2.
Location: Ontario Police Department, 2500 South Archibald Ave., Ontario, CA 91761

San Bernardino County Operational Area Coordinating Council Meeting
Date: 08/05/2010
Description: Presentations by Caltech and Cal EMA on The Great California 2010 ShakeOut.
Andrew Petrow of ICF discussed multi-jurisdictional multi-hazard mitigation plan update
Location: Goldy S. Lewis Community Center, 11200 Baseline Rd., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701
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File Title: Power Point Presentation on HMP
File Description: Slides from Power Point presentation on the topic of the District’s Local Hazard
Mitigation Plan, given by District staff to the Board of Directors of Monte Vista Water District at its
regularly scheduled meeting held on Wednesday, August 25, 2010 at 7 p.m. at the District’s
headquarters. Action Item #2B on the meeting agenda.
See Attachment ‘E’

File Title: Board Letter for LHMP Agenda Item
File Description: Background information associated with agenda item relating to Local Hazard
Mitigation Planning by Monte Vista Water District provided to Board of Directors for August 25,
2010 meeting of the Board.
See Attachment ‘D’

File Title: Board of Director Agenda 8/25/10
File Description: Agenda for the August 25, 2010 meeting of the Board of Directors for Monte Vista
Water District. Agenda item related to discussion of Local Hazard Mitigation Plan.
See Attachment ‘C’

Associated Files:

Board of Directors Meeting
Date: 08/25/2010
Description: Hazard Mitigation Plan was discussed at the Board of Directors meeting as an
agendized topic. Presentation made on purpose of plan, components of plan (hazards, mitigation
goals and projects) and provided opportunity for input from public and board members.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Public Involvement consisted of the following items:

An effort was made to solicit public input during the planning process and at a public board meeting
on August 25, 2010, which was held during the formation of the plan to hear any public comments.
For the public meeting, notices at the local libraries and post offices were provided, as well as
announcement notices in the legal sections of the local newspapers. Citizens could also access the
District’s website (www.mvwd.org) to get updates or provide input to the HMP Update. During the
HMP update process, no public input was received.

Public Involvement/Outreach

Monte Vista Water District
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Public Notice
Date: 09/07/2010
Description: Monte Vista Water District’s Waterline newsletter. The newsletter was inserted into
customer billing statements.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763
File Title: Fall 2010 Waterline
See Attachment ‘J’
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Public Notice
Date: 09/07/2010
Description: Joint news release sent to reporter at Inland Valley Daily Bulletin newspaper for small
article to be published the weekend of 09/11/2010.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763
File Title: LHMP Joint Release
See Attachment ‘I’

Public Notice
Date: 08/25/2010
Description: Public notice was posted on District’s website.
Location: www.mvwd.org
File Title: MVWD Web Site-HMP Request for Input
See Attachment ‘H’

Notice was also posted at District headquarters.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763
File Title: 2010 HMP-PublicNotice
See Attachment ‘G’

Public Notice
Date: 08/25/2010
Description: Public notice prepared and sent to:
Inland Empire Utilities Agency
City of Montclair
City of Upland
City of Chino
City of Chino Hills
San Bernardino County Supervisor, 4th District, Gary Ovitt
Chino Valley Independent Fire District
Chino Basin Water Conservation District
Monte Vista Water District Board of Directors
Montclair Chamber of Commerce
Chino Basin Watermaster

Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2011 Update Meeting
Date: 12/02/2010
Description: Conference call to discuss inclusion of hazard maps in the HMP, Cal EMA comments
focusing on hazard profiles, plan changes from 2005 to 2010. Also discussed was adoption
process and submittal dates.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

3.3

File Title: Minutes of the Meeting of Board of Directors
File Description: Minutes from the August 25, 2010 meeting of the Board of Directors of Monte
Vista Water District. Action Item #2B on the agenda included a presentation on the District’s
planning efforts to date to create a Local Hazard Mitigation Plan.
See Attachment ‘F’

Multi-Jurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2011 Update Meeting
Date: 10/27/2010
Description: Conference call to discuss new risk assessment maps for all participants, use of the
most current version of the crosswalk, revised guidance document.
Location: Monte Vista Water District, 10575 Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763

Assess the Hazard

Draft the Hazard Mitigation Plan

Review and Propose Mitigation Measures
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The planning team identified and analyzed a range of specific mitigation actions and projects to be
considered to reduce the effects of each hazard, with particular emphasis on new and existing
water facilities. The planning team also formed an action plan describing how the mitigation

The District’s planning team proposed and reviewed the mitigation measures. The team reviewed
each of the projects from the 2005 HMP and discussed the status of each project and the reasons
for why they had or had not been implemented and if we wanted to include them on the list for the
2011 HMP.

The process of identifying mitigation measures began with a review and validation of previous
mitigation measures in the District’s 2005 HMP and the San Bernardino County 2005 HMP. Using
the 2005 as the basis, the District’s planning team completed an assessment/discussion of whether
each of the mitigation measures was still valid. This discussion also led to the opportunity to
identify new mitigation measures.

3.6

Activity
The MVWD Board of Directors formally adopted the update of this
Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Opening of public review on the update of this Hazard Mitigation Plan.
The MVWD Board of Directors formally adopted this Hazard
Mitigation Plan.

Monte Vista Water District
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XX, 2011
March 9, 2005

Date
XX, 2011
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Adoption of the Hazard Mitigation Plan consisted of the following actions:

The planning team brainstormed to determine the best mitigation goals to reduce or avoid long-term
vulnerabilities to the identified hazards. First, we reviewed the 2005 HMP goals and discussed the
changes in our community since the previous plan was approved. Then we decided whether those
goals had been met or if they were still consistent with the District’s current conditions.

The goals for the 2011 HMP were set by the planning team for the District to reflect the mission of
the District: ”To provide high quality water service while ensuring fiscal responsibility, ethical
conduct and environmental stewardship.”

As one of 54 confirmed participants in the 2011 San Bernardino County Operational Area MultiJurisdictional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Planning Project, the Monte Vista Water District updated its
Hazard Mitigation Plan. This updated plan was submitted to the San Bernardino County Office of
Emergency Services (SB OES). SB OES forwarded the plan onto the California Emergency
Management Agency (Cal EMA) and the Federal Emergency Agency (FEMA) for review. These
reviews address the federal criteria outlined in FEMA Interim Final Rule 44 CFR Part 201. The
Monte Vista Water District Board of Directors will formally adopt this plan after it has received
approval from Cal EMA and FEMA. Upon acceptance by FEMA, the Monte Vista Water District will
gain eligibility for Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funds.

The process of identifying mitigation goals began with a review and validation of the Goals and
Objectives in the District’s 2005 HMP and the San Bernardino County 2005 HMP. Using the 2005
as the basis, the District’s planning team completed an assessment/discussion of whether each of
the mitigation goals was still valid. This discussion also led to the opportunity to identify new Goals
and Objectives.

Adopt the Plan

3.8

3.5

Set Goals

The updated HMPs will be reviewed against a FEMA-designed Crosswalk. The Crosswalk links the
federal requirement, the section in the HMP where the information can be found, and a rating as to
the level of compliance with the regulation.

The planning team members with the District reviewed and commented the 2005 HMP and drafted
the 2011 HMP before the HMP was finalized.

3.7

The District’s implementation strategy included identifying a set of first tier objectives. These
objectives are considered the highest priority and once implemented will result in substantial
improvement in the overall reliability of the system.

projects identified should be prioritized and implemented. Special consideration was given to the
costs and the cost benefits of the proposed projects.

More information on how the Planning Team assessed the hazards in Monte Vista Water District
can be seen in Section 4: Risk Assessment.

The assessment of the various hazards was completed by the planning team for the District
because they had over 40 years of personal experience working for the District and the knowledge
of the historical hazardous events of the past.

The 2011 HMP has been developed through an extensive review of Hazards indentified from the
2005 HMP plan and other hazards with a potential negative impact within our District boundary. The
District’s 2003 Emergency Response Plan, 2005 Urban Water Management Plan, District’s 2008
Domestic Water Master Plan, the District’s Draft Recycled Water Master Plan, engineering
drawings, aerial photographs, and available geotechnical and geologic data both from the District
and outside sources were also used to assess the Hazards and rate it’s hierarchy.

3.4

Hazard Identification
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2)
Drought
Drought is ranked high. Because the District is in the business of selling water, drought can be a
disastrous hazard to the District. A drought is a period of drier-than-normal conditions that result in
water-related issues. Precipitation (rain or snow) falls in uneven patterns across the country. When
no rain or only a small amount of rain falls, soils may dry out and plants may die. If dry weather
persists and water supply problems develop, the dry period may become a drought. Droughts differ
from typical emergency events such as floods or forest fires, in that they occur slowly over multiyear
periods. The first evidence of drought usually is seen in records of rain fall. The effects of a
drought on flow in streams and rivers or on water levels in lakes and reservoirs may not be noticed
for several weeks or months. Water levels in wells may not reflect a shortage of rainfall for a year
or more after the drought begins. A period of below-normal rainfall does not necessarily result in
drought conditions.
Some areas of the United States are more likely to have droughts than other areas. In humid or wet
regions, a drought of a few weeks is quickly reflected in a decrease in soil moisture and in declining

1)
Earthquake
Earthquake is ranked high. The District is in the vicinity of several known active and potentially
active earthquake faults including the San Andreas. New faults within the region are continuously
being discovered. Scientists have identified almost 100 faults in the greater Los Angeles area
known to be capable of a magnitude 6.0 or greater earthquake. A major earthquake occurring in the
District’s service area could cause numerous casualties, extensive property damage, fires, flooding,
and other ensuing hazards. The effects could be aggravated by aftershocks and by the secondary
effects of fire, infrastructure failure, and reservoir failure. As part of their methodology in ranking this
hazard the Planning Team used information contained in the 2005 Plan, the earthquake probability
maps contained in this plan, and the Facility Risk Assessment table provided by ICF. More
information regarding this hazard may be found in Section 4.2.1.

As part of the update process in 2011, the planning team reviewed new hazard data, researched
information about emergencies or disasters that occurred since 2005, and discussed the affects of
different hazard types as they pertain to the District. The Planning Team discussed many hazard
types that may affect the City such as earthquakes, dam failure, extreme heat, drought, high winds,
and flooding.

Important first steps to take when identifying hazards are to collect data and review documents
such as hazard maps, hazard probability research, or other local plans. In the
2005 version of this plan the hazards that affect the District’s area were determined to be
earthquakes, drought , flooding, and dam failure.

4.1

A risk assessment is measuring the potential loss from a hazardous event by assessing the
vulnerability of buildings, infrastructure, and people. It identifies the characteristics and potential
consequences of hazards, how much of the community could be affected by a hazard, and the
impact on community assets. A risk assessment consists of four components: hazard identification,
profiling hazardous events, inventorying assets, and estimating losses.

The goal of mitigation is to reduce the future impacts of a hazard including property damage,
disruption to local and regional economies, and the amount of public and private funds spent to
assist with recovery. However, mitigation should be based on risk assessment.

Section 4 - Risk Assessment
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5)
Extreme Heat
Extreme heat ranked medium. Temperatures that remain 10 degrees or more above the average
high temperature for the region and last for several weeks are defined as extreme heat. During
summer months, the District’s service area may experience extreme heat conditions. This condition
severely stresses the power grid system resulting from a fluctuation of electrical power due to many
cooling systems operating throughout the District service area which causes brownouts and
blackouts that interrupts the District’s facility operations.
6)
High Winds

4)
Dam Failure Inundation
Dam failure ranked low. Engineering studies of the San Antonio Dam indicate that a breech or
large release of water from the dam is expected to inundate the northern region of Montclair. While
the probability of this hazard occurring is unlikely, the impact may be critical depending on the
amount of water that breeches or is released from the dam. As part of their methodology in ranking
this hazard the Planning Team analyzed dam inundation maps, assessed what critical facilities in
the District would be compromised by a dam failure, and considered history of previous
occurrences. More information regarding this hazard may be found in Section 4.2.4.

3)
Flooding
Flooding ranked medium. In the past, the District has experienced some flooding, usually
confined to the northeast part of the District, along Benson Avenue. The water would travel rapidly
south on Benson Avenue, and would often flow over the west curb and into some of the residences
that bordered the street. Sandbagging was helpful and would control the water flow during the short
term flooding. Since the mid 1980s, the City of Montclair has been actively upgrading the storm
drain system along Benson Avenue to the east and along Mission Boulevard to the south. This
upgrade was completed in 1995. The storm drain upgrades have made a significant improvement
in the water collection at the north end of the City and have appeared to correct water drainage
problems. In 2003, the West State Street Storm Drain Channel project was completed. An area
that continues to be subject to flooding in Montclair during heavy rains is on Mills Avenue from Palo
Verde Street to San Bernardino Street in the number one lane. This flooding does not affect
residences along Mills Avenue; it only floods the road. One area of future concern for flooding is
the area surrounding the to-be-constructed Monte Vista Grade Separation. During the planning
phase of this project staff recognized the need to install an additional storm drain system to alleviate
water that may be caused by heavy rains from flooding the area surrounding the grade separation.
As part of their methodology in ranking this hazard the Planning Team used data from past
experiences, reviewed upgrades to storm drain systems, and gave consideration to the types of
weather experienced in the District. More information regarding this hazard may be found in Section
4.2.3.

flow in streams. In arid or dry regions, people rely on ground water and water in reservoirs to
supply their needs. The arid or dry regions are protected from short-term droughts, but may have
severe problems during long dry periods because they may have no other water source if wells or
reservoirs go dry. California has faced numerous challenges in recent years, including a nearly
decade-long drought on the Colorado River, snowpacks that are below normal, and court-mandated
reductions in the amount of water available for delivery by the State Water Project. Drought
impacts increase with the length of the drought, as carry-over supplies in reservoirs are depleted,
and water levels in ground water basins decline. Climate change, population growth, and the
increasing instability of water supplies threaten to exacerbate the crisis. The District is currently
experiencing a drought that began in 2007. The typical duration of a drought is seven years. The
U.S. Weather Service is forecasting 20 more years of below average rainfall. More information
regarding this hazard may be found in Section 4.2.2.

Hazard Screening Criteria

Earthquake
Drought
Flooding
Dam Failure Inundation
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Probability
High
Highly Likely or Likely
Medium
Possible
Low
Unlikely

Impact
Catastrophic or Critical
Limited
Negligible
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The intent of screening hazards is to help prioritize which hazard creates the greatest concern in
the community. For this 2011 HMP Update, the District is utilizing a non-numerical ranking
system for the hazard screening process. This process consists of generating a non-numerical
ranking (similar to high, medium, and low) rating for the probability and impact of each screened
hazard. For each of the District’s screened hazards:

Hazard Assessment Matrix

Extreme Heat
High Winds/Straight Line Winds
Lightning
Severe Thunderstorm
Winter Storms

4.1.2

6
6
6
6
6

The following natural hazards were considered not to affect or be a risk to the District as decided
by the District’s planning team:

6
6
6
6

Natural hazards considered by the 2011 HMP planning team with the potential of risks to the
District include the following:

For this 2011 HMP Update, the District is utilizing a non-numerical ranking system for the hazard
screening process.

The intent of screening the hazards is to help prioritize which hazard creates the greatest concern
to the District. Because the previous process (in 2005) used to rank hazards (Critical Priority Risk
Index (CPRI) software) is not being utilized, the alternative approach will be explained. The
process that was implemented is logical and can be universally applied.

4.1.1

High winds ranked low. High winds may result from thunderstorm inflow and outflow, or downburst
winds when a storm cloud collapses, strong frontal systems, gradient winds (high or low pressure
systems), or foehn winds such as Santa Anas. High winds are speeds reaching 50 miles per hour
or greater, either sustaining or gusting. High winds are occasionally experienced in District’s
service area with negligible impact to the City. Often times the results of this hazard are fallen tree
branches or down power lines.

Hazard Prioritization

Earthquake

Dam Failure
Inundation

Flooding

Drought

Medium
(Limited)

Impact
Low
(Negligible)
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The Hazard Matrix above presents the summary results of prioritizing each hazard based on the
level of risk. The “Red shaded” boxes are the top ranked hazards. As can be seen from the

4. Dam Inundation: For dam failure hazards the Planning Team ranked the impact as "medium"
and the probability as "low". As part of their methodology in ranking this hazard the Planning
Team analyzed dam inundation maps, assessed what critical facilities in the District would be
compromised by a dam failure, and considered history of previous occurrences.

3. Flood Hazard: For flooding hazards the Planning Team ranked the impact as "medium" and
the probability as "medium". As part of their methodology in ranking this hazard the Planning
Team used data from past experiences, reviewed upgrades to storm drain systems, and gave
consideration to the types of weather experienced in Montclair.

2. Drought Hazard: A drought could significantly impact 100% of the District’s population. A
reduction in water supply will result in decreased sales affecting District revenues. A critical
reduction in water supply could affect public health. A drought could impact 100% of the
District’s population because water is the business of the District. If there is no water to sell,
the District receives no revenue.

1. Earthquake Hazard: There are two active faults within miles of the District’s service area.
These faults could potentially damage 100% of the District’s critical facilities.

Using the hazard screening criteria the following two hazards were determined to be the most
likely to affect the District:

The risk factors for each hazard include two variables: (1) Probability and (2) Impact. Using these
two variables, the District’s planning team screened each of the hazards using the criteria
presented in the previous section.

The following sections present each hazard being evaluated by the District, a general definition of
the hazard and a description of how the hazard has effected/impacted the District in the past.

Low
(Unlikely)

High
(Highly Likely/
Likely )
Medium
(Possible)

High
(Catastrophic/
Critical )

Hazard Assessment-Prioritization Matrix

The following table represents the summary results of prioritizing each hazard based on the level
of risk. As can be seen from the table, the hazards in the “Red-shaded” boxes are the District’s
priority hazards, while the hazards in the “Green-shaded” boxes are the less critical/important
hazards for the District.

4.1.3

Probability

Hazard Profiles

Earthquake Hazard
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Description:
A major earthquake occurring in the District’s service area could cause numerous casualties,
extensive property damage, fires, flooding, and other ensuing hazards. The effects could be
aggravated by aftershocks and by the secondary effects of fire, infrastructure failure, and reservoir

There are 45 states and territories in the United States at moderate to very high risk from
earthquakes, and they are located in every region of the country. California experiences the most
frequent damaging earthquakes; however, Alaska experiences the greatest number of large
earthquakes—most located in uninhabited areas. The largest earthquakes felt in the United
States were along the New Madrid Fault in Missouri, where a three-month long series of quakes
from 1811 to 1812 included three quakes larger than a magnitude of 8 on the Richter scale.
These earthquakes were felt over the entire Eastern United States, with Missouri, Tennessee,
Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Alabama, Arkansas, and Mississippi experiencing the strongest
ground shaking.

Earthquakes strike suddenly, without warning. Earthquakes can occur at any time of the year and
at any time of the day or night. On a yearly basis, 70 to 75 damaging earthquakes occur
throughout the world. Estimates of losses from a future earthquake in the United States approach
$200 billion.

Ground shaking from earthquakes can collapse buildings and bridges; disrupt gas, electric, and
phone service; and sometimes trigger landslides, avalanches, flash floods, fires, and huge,
destructive ocean waves (tsunamis). Buildings with foundations resting on unconsolidated landfill
and other unstable soil, and trailers and homes not tied to their foundations are at risk because
they can be shaken off their mountings during an earthquake. When an earthquake occurs in a
populated area, it may cause deaths and injuries and extensive property damage.

General Definition:
An earthquake is a sudden, rapid shaking of the Earth caused by the breaking and shifting of rock
beneath the Earth’s surface. For hundreds of millions of years, the forces of plate tectonics have
shaped the Earth as the huge plates that form the Earth’s surface move slowly over, under, and
past each other. Sometimes the movement is gradual. At other times, the plates are locked
together, unable to release the accumulating energy. When the accumulated energy grows
strong enough, the plates break free causing the ground to shake. Most earthquakes occur at the
boundaries where the plates meet; however, some earthquakes occur in the middle of plates.

The following section describes the hazard and then details the historical events associated with
this hazard for the Monte Vista Water District.

4.2.1

The two high profile hazards for the District are earthquake and drought. While other hazards are
profiled in the following sections for completeness, the District’s priority and focus for the mitigation
projects will be for only the two high profile hazards.

4.2

table, the hazards in the “Red-shaded” boxes are the District’s priority (or high profile) hazards,
while the hazards in the “Green-shaded” boxes are the less critical/important hazards for the
District.
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Fire Operations:
Although total collapse of fire stations is not expected, possible disruption of utilities, twisted doors
and loss of power can create major problems. Numerous fires due to disruption of power and
natural gas networks can be expected. Many connections to major water sources may be out and
storage facilities would have to be relied on; water supply could vary from little or none to
inadequate. First response from fire personnel is expected to be assessment of the area to
establish what is needed to determine response and recovery needs. Operations may take days
because of the disruption of transportation routes for fire department personnel and equipment.
City and County fire services may be supplemented by statewide mutual aid systems or
supported by California Department of Forestry and U.S. Forest Service resources as required.

Damage to Vital Public Services, Systems, and Facilities:

Dams, Flood Control Channels:
Because of current design and construction practices and ongoing programs of review and
modification, catastrophic dam failure is considered unlikely. Many flood control channels are
expected to suffer damage.

The District’s service area is in the vicinity of several known active and potentially active
earthquake faults including the San Andreas. New faults within the region are continuously being
discovered. Scientists have identified almost 100 faults in the greater Los Angeles area known to
be capable of a magnitude 6.0 or greater earthquake. The January 17, 1994 magnitude 6.7
Northridge Earthquake (thrust fault) which produced severe ground motion caused 57 deaths,
9.253 injuries and left over 20,000 displaced. Although June 1992 Landers-Big Bear Earthquake
in San Bernardino County was larger, there was significantly less damage and loss of life because
of its location. Scientists have stated that devastating shaking should be considered the norm
near any large thrust earthquake. Recent reports from scientists of the U.S. Geological Survey
and the Southern California Earthquake Center say that the Los Angeles area could expect one
earthquake of magnitude 5.0 or more every year for the foreseeable future.

Structural Hazards:
Risk of death, injury and property damage from structural damage is possible after an earthquake.
District staff will be involved in inspecting, classifying and identifying all buildings and structures
that may be unstable. Risk to public safety at each plant or facility would be determined.
Identification of ways to eliminate or reduce further structural damage and identify those facilities
that may pose potential hazards requiring public evacuation.

Immediately following an earthquake, the District will take actions to reduce the severity of risks to
the public, to District employees and to District property.

Extensive federal assistance could be required and could continue for an extended period. These
efforts would be required to remove debris and clear roadways, demolish unsafe structures, assist
in re-establishing public services and utilities, and provide continuing care and welfare for the
affected population, including temporary housing for displaced persons.

failure. The time of day and the season of the year would also have a profound effect on the
number of dead and injured and the amount of damage sustained. Such an earthquake could be
catastrophic in its effect on the community and the state. Damage control and disaster relief
support could be required from other local governmental and private organizations, and from the
state and federal governments.

According to the 2003 “Reservoir Storage Needs Assessment” conducted by Tetra Tech, Inc., the
District is located in Seismic Zone 4, the highest seismic zone rating, with a horizontal peak
acceleration of 0.4 g with g equal to the acceleration of gravity.

In case of widespread or even local power disruption, the District could no longer pump water
from its groundwater production wells throughout the District, but it could obtain its entire water
supply from MWD if supplies are still intact. Water from the State Water Project’s California
Aqueduct is directed to Lake Silverwood, which, at capacity, can provide water supply for several
months. From there, the water is directed through the Devil’s Canyon connection to the
Rialto/Foothill Feeder.
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If the Water Treatment Plant is unable to treat the surface water from Lake Silverwood, unpotable
water could be available by gravity feed for fire fighting or nonpotable uses. Depending on the

From the Rialto/Foothill Feeder, the imported water is directed to the Water Facility Authority
treatment plant in Upland (Benson and 18th Street) and distributed to the authority’s five member
agencies (Monte Vista Water District, and the cities of Chino, Chino Hills, Ontario, and Upland).
The WFA plant has a diesel-powered generator, capable of operating at full capacity to treat
surface water for up to five days with on-site fuel reserves. From the WFA, MWD’s service area
could be supplied on gravity feed using available capacity without any disruption of service to
customers, provided the distribution system is intact. Valves in the distribution systems can be
operated manually if the computer systems are inoperable.

Steel storage Reservoirs 18-1 and 18-2 are the most vulnerable of the District’s reservoirs to
structural damage from earthquakes. They are subject to overturning caused by an earthquake
having a ground acceleration equal to 0.4 g. The other District reservoirs are considered less
vulnerable to damage caused by minimum earthquake forces.

Monte Vista Water District purchases 40% of its water supply from the State Water Project
through its contractor, the Inland Empire Utilities Agency, one of the 26 member agencies
comprising the Metropolitan Water District. The additional 60% of the District’s water supply is
obtained from groundwater supplies through its 12 active production wells.
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In the case of an earthquake event, imported water supply to the District may be cut off for seven
days due to damage to a Metropolitan Water District water supply pipeline(s). It is also assumed
that the earthquake disables electric power supply for the District for the first day of the event.
The second day of the event, it is assumed that the District may have 50 percent of its
groundwater production capabilities. Day 3 through 7, it is assumed that the District has all of its
groundwater production capabilities with the exceptions of Wells 4, 27 and 28. Wells 4 and 27
may not be relied upon because they require imported water to blend for nitrates. It is also
assumed that one or more wells may not be able to operate due to maintenance, mechanical or
electrical problems or water quality issues.

If an earthquake’s epicenter was located within the District service area or close to it, the
structural integrity of reservoirs, pump stations and pipelines would be in jeopardy as would gas
and electric supply facilities.

In the preparation of the District’s 1998 Facilities Master Plan, an assessment of the District’s
facilities and their ability to withstand seismic events within projected magnitudes was conducted.
The District’s reservoirs were evaluated for their susceptibility to damage being caused by
minimum design earthquakes for the magnitude prescribed by the 1994 Uniform Building Code
(UBC).

If the imported water supplies are reduced dramatically and power supply is not available for
extended periods of time, the District will rely on the implementation of MWD’s regional
emergency water supply plan, in coordination with our wholesale agency, the Inland Empire
Utilities Agency.

Public health notifications conforming to state laws will be distributed if District management
determines that any damage to the water supply distribution system has compromised water
quality, i.e. some level of contamination to the drinking water supply has occurred. Public
advisories include directives to use bottled water or to boil tap water for consumption. In case of
the absence of natural gas or electricity, instructions on the use of household bleach to disinfect
tap water will be provided.

During emergency situations, Monte Vista Water District may be required to activate its water
conservation ordinance. Customers will be notified to decrease their non-essential water use
depending on the severity of the shortage, with declared categories, ranging from “Significant
Shortage,” “Critical Shortage” and “Emergency Shortage, as outlined in the District’s Ordinance
33.

direction from the County or State Health Department, the untreated surface water could be used
as drinking water but only if boiled first.

Restoring service on any of these facilities following a catastrophic outage could take up to six
months, according to Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern California. This, in turn,
could reduce annual deliveries by roughly 50% for water supplied by MWD. MWD has reserved
half of Diamond Valley Lake in Hemet (400,000 acre feet of water) for storage to meet extreme
emergency water conditions. With few exceptions, MWD asserts that it can deliver this
emergency supply throughout its service area via gravity, thereby eliminating dependence on
power sources that could also be disrupted by a major earthquake. MWD has identified a water
shortage plan that will guide its management of available supplies and resources during the
emergency.

Water Supply:
Southern California’s three imported water supplies (State Water Project/California Aqueduct,
Colorado River Aqueduct and the Los Angeles Aqueduct) cross the San Andreas Fault. Many
other fault lines bisect major water facilities throughout the region. Experts consider it likely that
one or more of these supplies will be disrupted in the event of a major earthquake.

Electrical Power:
Major power plants are expected to sustain some damage due to liquefaction and the intensity of
the earthquake. Up to 60% of the system load may be interrupted immediately following the initial
shock. According to representatives of Edison International, electrical power will not be rerouted
and will be lost for an undefined period of time. Mush of the imported power is expected to be
lost. In some areas of greatest shaking, it should be anticipated that some distribution lines, both
underground and surface, will be damaged. Much of the affected area may have service restored
in days; damage areas with underground distribution may require a longer time. Loss of Edison
International transmissions lines is possible. Because the District relies on power to pump water
from its 12 groundwater production wells, a lack of power will result in the loss of about 50 percent
of the water supply and loss of the ability to boost water from zone to zone.

Geodesy is precise data on the slow relative movement of the Earth’s tectonic plates.
In respect to this process, geology is mapped locations of faults and documented offsets of
them.
Seismology records occurrence patterns of past earthquakes.
Paleoseismology is data from trenches across faults documenting the dates and offsets of
past earthquakes on them.
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The following maps and captions present information regarding the probability of major
earthquakes occurring within the next 30 years in the Southern California area. This information
is provided by the 2007 Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities, 2008, The Uniform
California Earthquake Rupture Forecast, Version 2 (UCERF 2): U.S. Geological Survey Open-File
Report 2007- 1437 and California Geological Survey Special Report 203
[http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2007/1437/].

When these four types of information are combined they produce probability values for future
ruptures in the California area, in regions of the State, and on individual vaults.

•
•

•
•

Through studies conducted by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) scientists have been
able to determine that there is a greater than 99 percent chance of having one or more magnitude
6.7 or larger earthquakes in California over the next 30 years. The earthquake probabilities that
are derived by scientists can assist communities in planning and preparing for future earthquakes.
In an effort to produce probability values, a multidisciplinary group of scientists and engineers,
called the 2007 Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities, developed the Uniform
California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF). The UCERF combines information from
geodesy, geology, seismology, and paleoseismology.

Probability of Future Events for Earthquake

The District is prepared to withstand a 7-day period of time without imported water. However, if
imported water supply is still intact, it can be delivered by gravity in case of a widespread
electrical outage that prevents wells from producing.
Historical Profile:
No damage to District facilities from recent earthquake events (past 5 years) is known.

Water demand can be assumed to be equivalent to average-day demand for the first two days
after the event and assumed to be 60 percent of average-day demand for the next five days as a
result of public notification. It is likely that a fire would occur on the first day of the event. Supply
to Chino Hills, the District’s wholesale customer, would be reduced significantly.
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The dashed line of this California map is the boundary between northern and southern California
used in the UCERF study. As shown in the table, the 30-year probability of an earthquake of
magnitude 7.5 or larger is higher in the southern half of the state (37%) than in the northern half
(15%).
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The UCERF report assigns individual probabilities to major faults. The bar graph compares the 30year probabilities of magnitude 6.7 or greater quakes for seven of the faults with the best data
(numbered on the map). The fault with the highest probability is the southern San Andreas (59% in
the next 30 years).
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This map does not show the epicenters of all earthquakes greater than magnitude 4.5 recorded in
the southern California area since the 19th century. It is meant as an overview of large and
destructive, fairly recent, or unusual earthquakes. The magnitudes given by the scale are generally
moment magnitudes (denoted Mw), for earthquakes above magnitude 6, and local magnitudes
(denoted ML), for most earthquakes below magnitude 6 and for earthquakes which occurred before
accurate instrumental measurements of magnitude were possible (i.e. before 1933).

Below is a map of Southern California, with epicenters of historic earthquakes, dating as far back as
1812). Major highways (in tan) and the surface traces of major faults (in greenish-blue).

The following information was obtained from the Southern California Earthquake Data Center.
http://www.data.scec.org/clickmap.html

Map of Previous Earthquakes in Southern California
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Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/whittier.html
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This earthquake occurred on a previously unknown, concealed thrust fault approximately 20 km
east of downtown Los Angeles, California. It resulted in eight fatalities and $358 million in
property damage. Severe damage was confined mainly to communities east of Los Angeles and
near the epicenter. No severe structural damage to high-rise structures in downtown Los Angeles
was reported.

3.
1987 Whittier Narrows
TIME: October 1, 1987
LOCATION: 34° 03.68' N, 118° 04.71' W, 11 km (7 miles) southeast of Pasadena, 30.7 miles
southwest of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: ML 5.9, producing 0.1 g at the San Antonio Dam
TYPE OF FAULTING: thrust
DEPTH: 9.5 km

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/sanfer.html

Also known as the Sylmar Earthquake, this earthquake occurred on the San Fernando fault zone,
a zone of thrust faulting which broke the surface in the Sylmar-San Fernando Area. The total
surface rupture was roughly 19 km (12 miles) long. The maximum slip was up to 2 meters (6
feet). The earthquake caused over $500 million in property damage and 65 deaths. Felt
throughout southern California and into western Arizona and southern Nevada. No foreshocks
were recorded, but aftershocks were reported in the area for several months.

2.
1971 San Fernando
TIME: February 9, 1971 / 6:01 am PST
LOCATION: 34° 24.67' N, 118° 24.04' W, located 41 miles west of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: MW 6.6
DEPTH: 8.4 km
FAULT INVOLVED: San Fernando fault zone; minor offset reported on the eastern Santa Susana
fault zone

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/longbeac.html

This earthquake occurred on the Newport-Inglewood fault zone, a system of right-lateral strikeslip faulting. There was no surface rupture associated with this earthquake. It resulted in 120
deaths and over $50 million in property damage. Most of the damaged buildings were of
unreinforced masonry. Many school buildings were destroyed. Fortunately, however, the
children were not present in the classrooms.

1.
1933 Long Beach
TIME: March 10, 1933 / 5:54 pm, PST
LOCATION: 33° 37' N, 117° 58' W 5 km (3 miles) south of present-day Huntington Beach, 50
miles southwest of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: MW6.4
TYPE OF FAULTING: right-lateral strike-slip

The following section lists and describes the historical events associated with this hazard in Monte
Vista Water District.

Earthquake Historical Events
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The power of the earthquake was illustrated by the length of the ground rupture it left behind. The
earthquake ruptured 5 separate faults: Johnson Valley, Landers, Homestead Valley, Emerson,
and Camp Rock faults. The total rupture length was ~85km (53 miles), and the faults slipped from
2 meters (~6 ft) to a maximum of 6 meters (~18 ft). Nearby faults also experienced triggered slip
and minor surface rupture

At magnitude 7.3, the Landers earthquake was the largest earthquake to hit Southern California in
40 years. Centered in the Mojave Desert, approximately 120 miles from Los Angeles, the
earthquake caused relatively little damage for its size.

6.
1992 Landers
TIME: June 28, 1992 / 4:57:31 am PDT
LOCATION: 34° 13' N, 116° 26' W 6 miles north of Yucca Valley
MAGNITUDE: MW7.3
TYPE OF FAULTING: right-lateral strike-slip
RUPTURE LENGTH: 85 km (53 miles)
FAULTS RUPTURED: Johnson Valley, Landers, Homestead Valley, Emerson, and Camp Rock;
several other faults experienced minor rupture, rupture during large aftershocks, or triggered slip
AVERAGE SLIP: about 3 to 4 meters; maximum slip of 6 meters
DEPTH: 1.1 km
LARGEST AFTERSHOCK: Big Bear earthquake, MS 6.4

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/upland.html#1990

The 1990 Upland earthquake was much more damaging than the quake of 1988. It triggered
landslides which blocked roads in the Mount Baldy area, and it caused some damage to the San
Antonio Dam, which lies across the path of the main watershed coming south from Mount Baldy.
Thirty-eight people sustained minor injuries, and damage was considerable near the epicenter.
The quake was felt as far away, northeast, as Las Vegas, Nevada, and as far south as Ensenada,
Mexico.

5.
1990 Upland Event
TIME: February 28, 1990 / 3:44 pm PST
LOCATION: 34° 08' N, 117° 42' W about 3 km (2 miles) NW of Upland about 48 km (30 miles)
east of Los Angeles
MAGNITUDE: ML 5.4, producing 0.38 g at the San Antonio Dam
DEPTH: 4.5 km
TYPE OF FAULTING: left-lateral strike-slip
FAULT INVOLVED: San Jose fault

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/upland.html

The 1988 Upland earthquake caused minor damage in the epicentral area, but would have been
of relatively little note were it not for the possibility that it may have been triggered by the Whittier
Narrows earthquake -- 9 months earlier, and 20 km away.

4.
1988 Upland Event
TIME: June 26, 1988 / 8:05 am PDT
LOCATION: 34° 08' N, 117° 42.5' W about 3 km (2 miles) NW of Upland about 48 km (30 miles)
east of Los Angeles, 3.2 miles from San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: ML 4.7, producing 0.1 g at the San Antonio Dam
DEPTH: 7.9 km
TYPE OF FAULTING: left-lateral strike-slip
FAULT INVOLVED: San Jose fault
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There were more underground pipeline failures in the Northridge event than in 1971 because the
quake was in a more urbanized region. More than 14,000 pipeline repairs were required to mains
and service connections to the meter in the San Fernando Valley and 300 in the Santa Clarita and
Simi Valleys. Pipes were broken by compression and tension and some pipes weakened by
corrosion due most likely to ground shaking and ground failure. The most affected were older
case iron with rigid joints and older steel subjected to corrosion. Field personnel reported good
performance by ductile iron pipe with rubber gasket joints. Also reported broken were fire
hydrants and air and vacuum valves.

In general, water system facilities seismically upgraded from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake
performed well in the 1994 Northridge event. The performance of dams, wells and pumping
plants in the areas closest to the epicenter, except for the loss of power, was good. Over 30
storage tanks were damaged. Several communities were without water for as long as two weeks
and boil water orders were in effect for as long as two weeks as a precautionary measure.

Information on Water Systems from: "Northridge Earthquake: Lifeline Performance and PostEarthquake Response" published in 1997 by the Technical Council on Lifeline Earthquake
Engineering, American Association of Civil Engineers, edited by Anshel J. Schiff and reported to
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Technology Administration, National Institute of Standards
and Technology, Building and Fire Research Laboratory.

6.7 M Northridge event, producing less than 0.5 g acceleration at San Antonio Dam and located
45 miles west.

8.
1994 Northridge
TIME: January 17, 1994 / 4:30:55 am PST
LOCATION: 34° 12.80' N, 118° 32.22' W 20 miles west-northwest of Los Angeles 1 mile southsouthwest of Northridge, less than 45 miles west of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: MW6.7, producing less than 0.5 g acceleration at San Antonio Dam
TYPE OF FAULTING: blind thrust
FAULTS INVOLVED: Northridge Thrust (also known as Pico Thrust) several other faults
experienced minor rupture, rupture during large aftershocks, or triggered slip
DEPTH: 18.4 km

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/bigbear.html

While technically an "aftershock" of the Landers earthquake (indeed, the largest aftershock), the
Big Bear earthquake occurred over 40 km west of the Landers rupture, on a fault with a different
orientation and sense of slip than those involved in the main shock -- an orientation and slip which
could be considered "conjugate" to the faults which slipped in the Landers rupture. Following the
Landers mainshock by three hours (it occurred while TV news coverage of the Landers
earthquake was being broadcast live from Caltech), the Big Bear earthquake caused a substantial
amount of damage in the Big Bear area, but fortunately claimed no lives.

7.
1992 Big Bear
TIME: June 28, 1992 / 8:05:30 am PDT
LOCATION: 34° 12' N, 116° 49.6' W 8 km (5 miles) SE of Big Bear Lake 40 km (25 miles) east of
San Bernardino
MAGNITUDE: MS6.4, producing an estimated 0.4 g at the San Antonio Dam
TYPE OF FAULTING: left-lateral strike-slip
DEPTH: 5 km

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/landersq.html
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10. 2008 Newberry Springs
TIME: Friday, December 05, 2008 at 08:18:42 pm at epicenter

Associated Files http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2008/ci14383980/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_Chino_Hills_earthquake

Though no lives were lost during the earthquake, it caused considerable damage in numerous
structures throughout the area and caused some amusement park facilities to shut down their
rides. The earthquake led to increased discussion regarding the possibility of a stronger
earthquake in the future.
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9.
2008 Chino Hills Event
TIME: Tuesday, July 29, 2008 at 11:42:15 am at epicenter
LOCATION: 33.953°N, 117.761°W 15 km (10 miles) SW of Ontario, California, 20 km (10 miles)
WNW of Corona, California, 19 miles southwest of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: 5.5
TYPE OF FAULTING: oblique slip faulting, with components of both thrust and sinistral strike-slip
displacement
DEPTH: 14.7 km (9.1 miles)

Associated Files http://www.data.scec.org/chrono_index/northreq.html

Water Quality: The event disrupted treated water being available to many water systems. Water
supply was available, some treated and some untreated, from groundwater basins, storage,
Colorado River and East Branch of State Water Project. Boil water notices were sent as a
precautionary measure to give water providers time to assess damage. Emergency water supply
was provided by bottled water, beer and soft drink companies. Metropolitan Water District, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, California National Guard and water agencies provided water using 72
agency, contractors and rented tanker trucks, providing 100,000 gallons of water daily.

The water treatment plants received minor damage -- ground settlement around the plants, leaks
at construction and expansion joints, leaks in plastic chlorine lines, overturned filing cabinets and
book cases, falling ceiling tiles and sloshing damage to gratings and wood baffles in the basins.
Supply was available in most areas from storage and the other regional sources, but was not
immediately available from the treatment plants because of the damage of the distribution
systems.

There was no reported damage to booster pumping facilities or groundwater production wells,
other than loss of commercial electrical power. Many wells did not have emergency back-up.
Pumping stations with emergency power supply worked well. There was minor damage to the
enclosures housing these facilities. The lack of damage to wells was important as it served as
alternative supply to areas that lost their imported supplies. In some areas, fire department
engine pumpers were used to maintain pressure in areas in which the leaks had been repaired.
The pumping between fire hydrants by the engine pumpers was used when the primary supply
was unavailable.

Larger concrete tanks, many semi-buried, did not appear to have suffered any damage.

About 36 storage tanks were damaged and rendered non-functional with damage more severe
than in previous events. Prevalent modes of function failure were inlet-outlet piping failure due to
uplift and roof damage due to sloshing. Construction of these were primarily of bolted
construction and were smaller in size. Lateral movement or sliding/shifting did not appear to
occur, or if it did, it was in the order of 2 to 4 inches.
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Associated Files http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2010/ci10736069/

A M5.4 earthquake occurred in southern California at 4:53 pm (Pacific Time) about 30 miles south
of Palm Springs, 25 miles southwest of Indio, and 13 miles north-northwest of Borrego Springs.
The earthquake occurred near the Coyote Creek segment of the San Jacinto fault, which is one of
the strands of the San Jacinto fault. The earthquake exhibited sideways horizontal motion to the
northwest, consistent with slip on the San Jacinto fault. It was followed by more than 60
aftershocks of M1.3 and greater during the first hour. Seismologists expect continued aftershock
activity. The earthquake was felt all over southern California, with strong shaking near the
epicenter.

12. 2010 Borrego Springs
TIME: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 at 04:53:33 PM at epicenter
LOCATION: 33.420°N, 116.489°W, 20 km (15 miles) NNW of Borrego Springs, California, 135
miles southeast of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: 5.4
TYPE OF FAULTING: sideways horizontal motion to the northwest, consistent with slip on the
San Jacinto fault
DEPTH: 14 km (8.7 miles)

Associated Files http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2010/ci14745580/

A M5.7 aftershock to the M7.2 April, 4th 2010 Easter Sunday mainshock, called El MayorCucapah earthquake, occurred at 9:27 pm (Western Standard Time) on June 14th, about 5 miles
southeast of the Imperial County community of Ocotillo, at the US Mexico border. This aftershock
was the largest so far of the M7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah sequence. This aftershock was located
within the large cluster of aftershocks at the northwest end of the ongoing aftershock sequence.
The M5.7 event was followed by its own vigorous aftershock sequence, with four M4+ and 35 M3
to M4 events, during the first 12 hours.

11. 2010 Ocotillo
TIME: Monday, June 14, 2010 at 09:26:58 PM at epicenter
LOCATION: 32.700°N, 115.921°W, 35 km (20 miles) WSW of El Centro, California, 208 miles
southeast of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: 5.7
TYPE OF FAULTING: northwest striking fault that follows the trend of the Elsinore fault in this
region
DEPTH: 5.4 km (3.4 miles)

Associated Files http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2008/ci14408052/#details

A M5.1 earthquake occurred at 8:18 PM PDT, 16 miles WNW of Ludlow, CA. This earthquake
was felt throughout the Mojave and weakly felt by many in the Los Angeles region. It was
reported felt as far away as Kingman, AZ to the east, Camarillo to the west, and El Centro to the
south. It was located near the NW extension of the Pisgah fault, near the NW terminus of the
1999 Hector Mine earthquake, and at the edge of a cluster of off-fault Hector Mine aftershocks.
The hypocenter was located approximately 5.9 km (3.7 miles) deep.

LOCATION: 34.813°N, 116.419°W 57 km (35 miles) E (97°) from Barstow, CA, 123 miles
northeast of San Antonio Dam
MAGNITUDE: 5.5
TYPE OF FAULTING: right-lateral strike-slip on a N-NW trending MSZ fault, or left-lateral slip on
a cross-fault
DEPTH: 7.3 km (4.5 miles)
High ( Highly Likely )
High ( Catastrophic )
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The fundamental drought impact to water agencies is a reduction in available water supplies. As
a result, historic occurrences of drought have encouraged water agencies to review the reliability
of their water supplies and to initiate planning programs addressing identified needs for
improvement. In addition, public and media interest in droughts fosters heightened awareness of
water supply reliability issues in the Legislature. More than 50 drought-related legislative
proposals were introduced during the severe, but brief 1976-77 drought. About one-third of these

The 2009 California Water Plan states that Water Year 2009 was the third consecutive dry year
for the state. Because of losses caused by this drought, the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
September designated all of the counties within the San Joaquin River, Tulare Lake, and Central
Coast Hydrologic Regions as either Primary Natural Disaster Areas or Natural Disaster Areas
(statewide total was 21 counties and 29 counties, respectively). The state entered the 2009-2010
Water Year with its key supply reservoirs at only 68 percent of average.

Southern California has a history of severe droughts. There have been six severe extended
droughts within the last 400 years (the most severe drought lasted from approximately 1650 to
1700). The U.S. Weather Service is forecasting 20 more years of below average rainfall.

Because the District is in the business of selling water, drought can be a disastrous hazard to the
District. A drought is defined as a series of years with less than average rainfall and typically lasts
seven years. The District is currently experiencing a drought that started in 2007.

Description:

General Definition:
A drought is a period of drier-than-normal conditions that results in water-related problems.
Precipitation (rain or snow) falls in uneven patterns across the country. When no rain or only a
small amount of rain falls, soils can dry out and plants can die. When rainfall is less than normal
for several weeks, months, or years, the flow of streams and rivers declines, water levels in lakes
and reservoirs fall, and the depth to water in wells decreases. If dry weather persists and water
supply problems develop, the dry period can become a drought. The first evidence of drought
usually is seen in records of rain fall. Within a short period of time, the amount of moisture in soils
can begin to decrease. The effects of a drought on flow in streams and rivers or on water levels
in lakes and reservoirs may not be noticed for several weeks or months. Water levels in wells
may not reflect a shortage of rainfall for a year or more after the drought begins. A period of
below-normal rainfall does not necessarily result in drought conditions. Some areas of the United
States are more likely to have droughts than other areas. In humid, or wet, regions, a drought of
a few weeks is quickly reflected in a decrease in soil moisture and in declining flow in streams. In
arid, or dry, regions, people rely on ground water and water in reservoirs to supply their needs.
They are protected from short-term droughts, but may have severe problems during long dry
periods because they may have no other water source if wells or reservoirs go dry.

The following section describes the hazard and then details the historical events associated with
this hazard for the Monte Vista Water District.

Drought Hazard

Probability:
Impact (Magnitude/Severity):

4.2.2

●
●

Summarizing the Earthquake Hazard Risk

1929-1934 Drought

1976-1977 Drought

1987-1992 Drought
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The 1987-92 drought was notable for its six-year duration and the statewide nature of its impacts.
Only 23 counties declared local states of emergency during this drought. Water agencies statewide were forced to institute demand reduction programs, including mandatory urban rationing
and land fallowing in agricultural areas.

3.

The 1976-1977 drought served as a wake-up call to water agencies state-wide, spurring
implementation of a variety of improvements to water supply reliability, including system
interconnections, new pipeline systems and implementation of water conservation measures.

Water Year 1977 was the driest year of record at almost all gauging stations in the affected area.

The direct hydrologic effects of the drought were most severe in the northern three-quarters of the
State, but the impact of the drought was statewide because of the dependence of southern
California on water transfers from the north.

During the brief, but severe 1976-77 drought, 47 of the State's 58 counties declared local states of
emergency. In 1977, annual statewide runoff reached its low of record -- only 15 million acre-feet,
or 21 percent of an average of 71 million acre-feet.

2.

The 1929-34 drought established the criteria commonly used in designing storage capacity and
yield of large Northern California reservoirs.

The California drought of 1929 - 1934 accumulated the largest deficiency in runoff of any drought
in the State's history, making it the State's most severe drought. The average yearly statewide
runoff is 71 million acre-feet. From 1928 through 1937, the runoff was below average for 10
straight years. Tree-ring studies indicate that this drought was the worst since 1560. The Great
Depression of the 30's along with the drought conditions, which extended throughout the entire
United States, led to unemployment and reduced income from farming and other industries. The
entire nation was referred to as the "Dust Bowl."

1.

The following section lists and describes the historical events associated with this hazard in Monte
Vista Water District.

Drought Historical Events

eventually became law. Similar activity on drought-related legislative proposals was observed
during the 1987-92 drought. One of the most significant pieces of legislation was the 1991
amendment to the Urban Water Management and Planning Act, in effect since 1983, which
requires water suppliers to estimate available water supplies at the end of one, two, and three
years, and to develop contingency plans for shortages of up to 50 percent. The District’s 2005
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) presents water supply to demand comparisons through
2030. The 2010 UWMP will be completed by June 30, 2011 and will update any demand and
supplies documented in the 2005 UWMP and will also require all water agencies to reduce their
water demand by 20 percent by the year 2020. The plan also presents water supply to demand
comparisons for single dry to multiple dry year scenarios. The comparisons show that the District
has adequate supply through 2030.

2007- To Present Drought Conditions
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From 2007 to 2009 California experienced drought conditions, and in 2010, below normal runoff.
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger proclaimed a statewide drought on June 4, 2008. On February
of 2009, the Governor declared a water supply state of emergency in California. Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California (MWD), supplier of imported water to water agencies in six
southern California counties, took action to allocate a certain amount of water to its customers,
beginning July 2009. In addition to drought conditions, court-imposed reductions of water
deliveries to protect fish species also threatened the imported water supplies adding to the statewise crisis. Monte Vista Water District began to notify its customers about the crisis in August of
2007, encouraging voluntary conservation. The Board of Directors declared a Stage 1 Water
Supply Shortage in October 2008 that encouraged voluntary conservation. A Stage 2 Water
Supply Shortage was declared by the Board in April 2009 that mandated water use restrictions to
achieve a 10-15 percent reduction in water use. In May 2010, the Board adopted Ordinance 33
setting forth required year-round best practices in water use efficiency and new categories of
water supply shortages related to the severity of the shortage: Significant (requiring 20-25
percent reduction in water use); Critical: requiring 25-40 percent reduction; and Emergency,
requiring 40 percent or higher reduction in water use. District customers responded in reducing
their water use resulting in a 14 percent reduction in water demand over a 5 year period. To learn
more about the State's snowpack, precipitation, runoff and reservoir storage:
http://www.water.ca.gov/drought/conditions/

4.

Other actions taken by water agencies: increased groundwater extraction and new wells;
interconnections were built for water transfers or exchanges; temporary pipelines (Santa
Barbara); water recycling projects; extensive study and review and planning for long-range
reliability; new laws regarding water transfers, water conservation in landscaping, recycling,
agricultural water conservation, water metering, drought-resistant freeway landscaping, Urban
Water Management Planning.

The majority of the State's urban water retailers and water wholesalers implemented demand
reduction techniques either voluntary or mandatory at some point during the drought. Demand
reduction programs were typically accomplished through customer education and outreach
programs. Mandatory rationing levels went to 50 percent in some hard-hit communities.

The Governor's Executive Order No. W-3-91 directed the Dept. of Water Resources to implement
a water purchasing and allocation program to respond to critical water supply needs. DWR
operated its drought water bank three times during 1991 and 1992 and again in 1994, another
critically dry year. About 50 percent came from land fallowing and 30 percent from groundwater
substitution with the remainder from reservoir storage.

Hydropower generation dropped from 30 percent of the State's electric supply to 12 percent.

Water-based recreation experienced significant curtailment, cutting revenues to recreation
concessionaires and to the tourism industry.

Many private domestic wells went dry, as did wells supplying small water systems in rural areas.

In 1991, the single driest year of the drought, severity of impacts led to issuance of a Governor's
Executive Order that year. The State Water Project terminated water deliveries to agricultural
contractors and provided only 10 percent of requested urban deliveries.
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Probability:
Impact (Magnitude/Severity):

High ( Highly Likely )
Medium ( Limited )

Summarizing the Drought Hazard Risk
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If the current drought extends for the period that the U.S. Weather Service is currently forecasting,
the District will have difficulty in meeting its water supply demands without additional supplies.
The Chino Groundwater Basin would experience significant loss of production over and above the
significant loss of production that they are currently experiencing. If this condition continues, the
District will need to purchase more water from the State Water Project supply to meet customer
demand while forcing higher cost and restriction of water use. Expanding the recycled water
system in the District will be crucial in relieving the dependency for potable water used for
irrigation.

Probability of Future Events for Drought
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Flooding Hazard
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The actual effect on District’s infrastructure and facilities would depend on several factors. These
factors include, but are not limited to, weather, structural integrity of the dam, volume of water

Description:
The District’s service area has experienced roadway flooding with rapid water movement in the
past during major weather events. Usually the flooding does not cause major problems, and is
usually short term. In the future, flooding may occur if there is an intense rain storm with heavy
downpour, or a large water release from the San Antonio Dam. This water release could be due
to structural failure, or an emergency release of water, from the dam.

What it actually means is that there is a one percent chance of a flood of that intensity and
elevation happening in any given year. In other words, it is the flood elevation that has a one
percent chance of being equaled or exceeded each year. And it could occur more than once in a
relatively short period of time. (By comparison, the 10-year flood means that there is a ten
percent chance for a flood of its intensity and elevation to happen in any given year.) Rod Bolin,
The Ponca City News, July 18, 2002. Page 5-A

The standard for flooding is the so-called “100-year flood,” a benchmark used by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency to establish a standard of flood control in communities
throughout the country. Thus, the 100-year flood is also referred to as the “regulatory” or “base”
flood. Actually, there is little difference between a 100-year flood and what is known as the 10year flood. Both terms are really statements of probability that scientists and engineers use to
describe how one flood compares to others that are likely to occur. In fact, the 500-year flood and
the 10-year flood are only a foot apart on flood elevation-which means that the elevation of the
100-year flood falls somewhere in between. The term 100-year flood is often incorrectly used and
can be misleading. It does not mean that only one flood of that size will occur every 100 years.

Flooding tends to occur in the summer and early fall because of the monsoon and is typified by
increased humidity and high summer temperatures.

Floods can be slow or fast rising, but generally develop over a period of days. Mitigation includes
any activities that prevent an emergency, reduce the chance of an emergency happening, or
lessen the damaging effects of unavoidable emergencies. Investing in mitigation steps now, such
as, engaging in floodplain management activities, constructing barriers, such as levees, and
purchasing flood insurance will help reduce the amount of structural damage to your home and
financial loss from building and crop damage should a flood or flash flood occur.

*Overflow of inland or tidal waters,*Unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters
from any source, or a mudflow. The collapse or subsidence of land along the shore of a lake or
similar body of water as a result of erosion or undermining caused by waves or currents of water
exceeding anticipated cyclical levels that result in a flood.”

A flood, as defined by the National Flood Insurance Program is: “A general and temporary
condition of partial or complete inundation of two or more acres of normally dry land area or of two
or more properties (at least one of which is your property) from:

General Definition:
Floods are the most common and widespread of all natural disasters—except fire. Most
communities in the United States have experienced some kind of flooding, after spring rains,
heavy thunderstorms, or winter snow thaws.

The following section lists and describes the historical events associated with this hazard in
Monte Vista Water District.

4.2.3
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released, and the ability of storm drains and flood channels to divert water off the roadways and
through the service area. The majority of the flooding would be expected in the northern part of
the City of Montclair within the northern most part of the District’s service area if there is a dam
failure or large water release, especially if the water release is unexpected. Additional flooding
could occur along the flood channels within the region.
The District’s facilities have experienced minimal damage from floods. It can be expected that
similar circumstances will create similar results. Particular areas of the service area have
repeatedly been subject to inundation in varying degrees. In many cases there are residential
areas of long habitation. Construction and improvements through the years have altered the
environment in a manner making them susceptible to this condition. In some cases, the District
has been able to mitigate the threat through appropriate prevention activities. In others, only a
rapid response to known trouble areas has lessened the impact.
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Flood of 1894

Flood of 1916

Flood of 1927

Flood of 1938
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The storm seems to have centered in the San Bernardino and San Gabriel Mountain areas
tributary to the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, Santa Ana, and Mojave River Basins. These
mountain areas are among the highest in southern California, ranging in altitude from about
1,000 to 11,485 feet above sea level. Their average precipitation for the period February 27
51

A series of heavy rainstorms in the coastal area, extending from San Diego on the south to
San Luis Obispo on the north and inland to parts of the Mojave Desert, produced extreme
floods. These floods, which appear to have been the greatest within the last 70 years, caused
the loss of 87 lives and damage estimated at $78,602,000.

1937-38 Great Flood 11/1/1937
During the winter of 1937-38 California was visited by two disastrous floods, one in December
1937, in the northern part of the state, and the other in March 1938, in the southern part of the
State.

4.

Storms and Floods of February 13-17, 1927. On February 17, the estimated peak runoff at
the Upland gauging station was 6,120 cfs.

Flood of 1927
The following information relative to the major storm events impacting Cucamonga Creek
came from a 1973 report prepared by the US Army COE titled “Hydrology Design
Memorandum No. 1, Cucamonga Creek.”

3.

Excerpt from History of Montclair, published by Montclair Women's Club in 1962: Dorothy Paul
authored this: "The 1916 flood was the worst since the major one of 1894. Flood control was
unknown. Falling trees across the wash served as temporary dams. A falling tree could
change the course of the waters from the San Antonio Creek. The flood disconnected all
East-West routes and several weeks were required to resume normal services through the
area."

Storms and Floods of January 15-20, 1916. The peak runoff at the Cucamonga Creek near
the Upland gauging station occurred on January 18 and was estimated from historical data to
be approximately 4,000 cfs.

Flood of 1916
The following information relative to the major storm events impacting Cucamonga Creek
came from a 1973 report prepared by the US Army COE titled “Hydrology Design
Memorandum No. 1, Cucamonga Creek.”

2.

Excerpt from "History of Montclair," published by the Montclair Women's Club in 1962: "The
'Arroyo de los Alisos' or San Antonio Creek was reported to have flooded the Montclair and
surrounding areas in 1894. Trees were uprooted and huge boulders were rolled down the
mountain. The main course of the creek (what is now named Mills Avenue) was changed to
the site of the existing flood control channel."

1.

The following section lists and describes the historical events associated with this hazard in
Monte Vista Water District.

Flood Hazard Historical Events
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At the stream-measurement station on Santa Ana River near Mentone, a peak discharge of
52,300 second-feet occurred during the flood of March 1938, as compared with a peak
discharge of 29,100 second-feet on January 27, 1916.

Santa Ana River – The area centering at Colton, where Warm and Lytle Creeks join the Santa
Ana River, was extensively overflowed and parts of the cities of San Bernardino and Riverside
were also submerged.

News Clippings:

During the period February 27 to March 3 the total direct flood runoff from the mountain areas,
in mean depth in inches, ranged from less than 1-inch to more than 13-inches. Rates of
maximum discharge ranged from 200 to 600 second-feet per square mile and were estimated
to be as high as 1,000 second-feet per square mile in some places. The streams flowing in
the steep, narrow canyons moved enormous quantities of debris and greatly disturbed the
material in the bottom of the canyons. The damage in the canyons, however, where the
population is sparse, was small in comparison with that on the outer slopes and floors of the
valleys.

The heavy rains covered the Pacific coast area for about 250 miles north of the boundary with
Mexico and extended inland 50 to 100 miles. The storm appears to have centered in the San
Gabriel and San Bernardino Mountain areas tributary to the Santa Ana, San Gabriel, and Los
Angeles Rivers. Many of the rainfall records indicated from 20 to 30 inches of rain during the
period February 27 to March 4.

The rains that caused the severe flood of March 1938 in southern California began with a
general light fall on February 27 and during the early hours of February 28. The later hours of
February 28 were marked by generally intense and continuous precipitation. On March 1
there was a lull, followed on March 2 by the heaviest rains of the storm and on March 3 by
light and intermittent rain, which continued in some places through March 4. Although the
storm in generally referred to as that of February 27 to March 4, it had ceased over most of
the area on March 3.

During the flood of March 1938 the streams moved down their mountain channels a great
quantity of debris, much of which had accumulated since the time of previous major floods.
Measured on a real basis the debris load in parts of the region exceeded 70 acre-feet per
square mile. This movement of debris from the stream channels had the effect of reducing
the storage capacity of many of the mountain reservoirs as much as 78 percent.

The rates of rainfall during the storm period of March 1938 were not particularly high as
compared with the rates in other storm periods in the same region. Only for periods as long
as 24 hours do the maximum rates of rainfall appear to equal or exceed those earlier storms.
The maximum discharge coming at the culmination of those maximum 24-hour periods
produced in some areas a runoff of more than 1,000 second-feet per square mile. These high
rates of flood runoff occurred at a time when antecedent rainfall has been such as to fill most
of the space available for subsurface storage.

The typical drainage areas within this mountain region are small, short rough, and steep, the
average land slope ranging from about 35 to 65 percent. In much of the region, considerably
more than half of the average rainfall of 22.5 inches was absorbed in the soil mantle and
underlying rock and held in storage at the end of the storm period, notwithstanding the many
factors conducive to rapid surface runoff.

to March 4 was about 22.5 inches, and the greatest precipitation recorded for 32.20 inches at
Kelly’s Kamp, in the San Gabriel Mountains between Ontario and Cucamonga Peaks, at an
altitude of 8,300 feet.
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Cucamonga – Torrents of water which cut through two washes leading from Cucamonga
Canyon took a high property toll in the Cucamonga-Alta Loma District and, for a while, made

“ _ _ _ damage was made greater by the fact that the Santa Ana River was chocked above
Seven Oaks by an accumulation of boulders and debris, which let loose suddenly with a
distinct roar when the ‘dam’ broke _ _ _.”

Santa Ana River – Indications of the tremendous flow which poured down the Santa Ana River
at Orange Street, north of Redlands, was contained in a report given to Edward Hyatt, Chief of
the State Dept. of Water Resources, yesterday. The report estimated a flow of 45,000 second
feet, in comparison to 30,000 second feet at the maximum of 1916, and 15,000 at the record
flow last year. At the Orange Street Bridge, the flow is coming from the Santa Ana Canyon
and several smaller ones in the eastern end of the valley, chief of which are Mill Creek and
Plunge Creek.

San Bernardino – Approximately 100 bridges are gone in the San Bernardino area alone.
Extensive damage has been done to water and sewage systems, which are included in the
$15,000,000 loss estimate.

Warm Creek - Warm Creek was at flood stage from above Highland Avenue south to below
Orange Show.

Sand Canyon Creek – Sand Canyon was pouring a torrent across Highland Avenue, west of
Patton.

Plunge Creek – Plunge Creek broke out of its banks and roared down the Santa Fe right-ofway to Greenspot – E. Highlands Highway.

City Creek – City Creek was running over Base Line.

Lytle Creek – Foothill Blvd. was inaccessible, Lytle Creek having cut into its old channel and
flooded the entire area between Mt. Vernon Avenue and the bridge. Lytle Creek cut across
the Colton Road near the Colton Plunge, flooding the railroad yards with water as high as the
windows of the coaches on the siding.

City Creek – The bridge across City Creek at Highland Avenue was reported out.

Cajon Creek – Half the road at Blue Cut in Cajon Pass was washed out.

Lytle Creek – A portion of the South Mt. Vernon Avenue bridge across Lytle Creek was torn
away last night by the raging storm waters. A home on the north bank of the channel
collapsed and was swept downstream.

The emergency relief crew spent hours unplugging bridges across the Zanja in the city of
Redlands. This act stopped the water from flowing over the banks and destroying property
along the way.

Men piled boulders into the dry channels just below the Rainbow Angling Club but their labors
went for aught when the stream found a channel to the north and moved away from the Zanja.

Redlands Disaster-Preparedness and Relief organization mobilized last night to dam the
headwaters of the Zanja to keep Mill Creek from following the old channel and flooding the city
of Redlands.

Redlands Zanja – Disaster Relief Unit Mobilized To Help Control Mill Creek

North San Bernardino – “County Drenched by Major Storm”
In San Bernardino damage was done to several flood control projects in the stream channels,
said City Engineer Charles L. Foulke, and streets in the northern part of the city near
Arrowhead Avenue were filled with black run-off waters from Badger and Sycamore Canyons
burned over by the November 22 mountain fire.”

Flood of 1966
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Flow across Alabama Street caused closure of the street.
Southern California Edison Plant No. 3 above East Highland was cut off when the rampaging
river carried away a foot bridge. Greenspot Road was washed out near the bridge between

Flood of 1966 12/6/1966
Santa Ana River – Santa Ana River flood waters threatened Redlands $650,000 sewage
treatment plant for the second time in two years. The Santa Ana River struck the sewer plant
after washing out the west end of a long earthen dike constructed by the County Flood Control
District after the November, 1965 flood. About three-fourths of the dike was still intact this
morning, but it was being slowly washed away. A six-foot high wire fence strung along the
channel in front of the sewage plant appeared to be reducing the force of the flow, but was not
stopping the erosion.

5.

Five months after the flood, mud was still think and mucky. Roots of all the trees close to the
wash grew south from the strong currents of the water.

Mrs. James Nisbets recalls receiving a call from Mrs. R.N. Coffey to tell her that 10 year old
Richard was riding his bike along Monte Vista Avenue with water from curb to curb and big
boulders rolling down the street. An announcement over the radio said the section in which
they lived was in the direct path of the flood and everyone was warned to clear out. All of the
men were out working in the flood. The women refused to leave and decided to wait it out in
the upstairs quarters of their homes. The water lifted the Nisbet's smudge tank up out of the
ground. A neighbor saw his garage start to move with the flood waters. The neighbors saved
the building by putting props underneath it. All kinds of things washed down from Mt. Baldy.
The Nisbets still have a light shade that they use on their patio that one of their sons found in
the flood.

Excerpt from "History of Montclair," published by the Montclair Women's Club in 1962: "During
the disastrous flood of 1938, water filled the pits of the Hanawalt mining operation to around
40 to 50 feet. The city of Pomona and surrounding lands were saved from flooding out, as the
angry waters raged into the unexpected dam."

Storms and Floods of February 27 – March 3, 1938. On March 2, the estimated peak runoff at
the Upland gauging station was 10,300 cfs, the second highest of record.

From the Upland “News” – On March 2, 1938 San Bernardino and Los Angeles counties
experienced a major flood, which equaled and probably exceeded any previous flood of
record. In San Bernardino county property was directly damaged to an estimated amount of
$11,550,000, and indirectly $6,167,600.

The peak flow on the Santa Ana River at Prado was estimated as 94,000 second feet, and
4,000 acres was flood in Orange County.

The amount of debris deposited in the cross walls and basins within the Cucamonga
spreading works is estimated as between 200,000 and 300,000 cubic yards.

Cucamonga – No rainfall records are available for Cucamonga canyon, but with a watershed
of 10 square miles it had a peak discharge of 12,000 second feet or 60,000 miners’ inches of
water according to the United States Geological Survey, which was at a rate of 1,200 second
feet per square mile of watershed. The discharge of debris is problematical but on the basis
of the above figures at a rate of 40,000 cubic yards per square mile was probably in excess of
400,000 cubic yards.

an island of Red Hill. A new channel 25 feet deep and an eighth of a mile wide was cut east
of Red Hill by the flood.
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San Antonio Creek – One cabin lost a wall and a dozen others were seriously endangered by
undermining as normally docile San Antonio Creek went on a torrential rampage here
Wednesday. Trouble began Tuesday night at Buckhorn Bridge above Baldy Village as the
swiftly moving creek waters swelled to 30 feet wide and eroded a path through the Buckhorn
Café.

Big Bear – Almost isolated by the storm, Big Bear received 9.43 inches of rain in 24 hours.
The storms raised the level of big bear lake to 55 feet, 6 inches as of 3:00 p.m. yesterday.
This was well over the top of most of the old dam and the highest level the lake has been
since 1948. A total of 22.04 inches of rain fell at the lake’s dam in the five-day series of
storms.

Cucamonga Creek – Cucamonga Creek closed every street it crossed and washed out half of
Baseline. A car was washed into Cucamonga Creek from Edison Street west of Archibald
Avenue. The “G” Street Bridge was badly damaged and the adjacent roadway approach
completely washed out.

Highland Avenue at Lytle Creek was closed due to flooding.

Lytle Creek – Lytle Creek went on a rampage last Tuesday Afternoon, washing out Devore
Road at Neely Corner and Baseline Road. A number of persons were evacuated from the
area.

Day Creek – West End Substation deputies evacuated about 40 persons living along Day
Creek Wash at Baseline Road when flood waters eating away at the banks threatened to
topple eight homes into the flooded creek. Flood control officials said the only thing that
saved the homes was a rupture in the dike near Highland Avenue. Water coming down the
Wash was believed to be more than six feet deep at its crest. The overflow channeled into
vineyards east of the wash, creating an island around the homes and trapping residents.

Mission-Zanja Creek – On the night of December 5, the overtaxed Zanja Storm Drain flowed
out of its banks between two railroad bridges north of Church Street and poured through a
portion of the Redlands downtown area flooding business establishments and depositing
debris. To the west of the city, the Kansas Street Bridge lay cocked at a crazy angle, one of
its abutments undercut and dropped down west, the rampaging stream dangerously eroded
the north approach to the Alabama Street Bridge across the Mission-Zanja Channel.

The mill Creek Channel suffered heavy debris flows and “some levee damage”. Flows broke
through a levee at one point and cut across a corner of the Lockheed Propulsion Company
property near Mentone. Highway 38 was washed out at the old fish hatchery at the same
location washed out last year, forcing a detour through Yucaipa in order to reach Upper Mill
Creek Canyon. Mill Creek was high enough to flow over the top of the Garnet Street Bridge
east of Mentone, washing out bridge approaches as well.

Mill Creek – Wild waters in Mill Creek Canyon destroyed at least two homes, chewed through
the State Highway, created fears that two men had drowned, and knocked out electric power.
A residence at 4 Alder drive in Mountain Home Village, badly damaged in last year’s flood,
collapsed. Another home in Mountain Home Village, undermined in last year’s flood, was
destroyed. In addition, Mountain Home Creek, a tributary to Mill Creek, jumped its banks,
causing erosion and uprooting trees. State Highway 38 was washed out a short distance
inside the mouth of the canyon. In the village there was much local damage, such as the
destruction again of lower Alder Drive, bordering Mill Creek, and the outage of the Mountain
Home Creek Bridge at Kilkare Road.

East Highland and Mentone. The south approach to the waterman Avenue Bridge,
undamaged a year ago, was almost lost. The north approach to the Tippecanoe Avenue
Bridge was washed out, closing Tippecanoe Avenue for probable two or three months.

Flood of 1969
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Damages to residential property in the County were widespread, totaling about $12,000,000.
Damages in the Cucamonga area were particularly heavy: More than $2,000,000 in damages
occurred to residential property, and hundreds of people were forced to leave their homes –
some for as long as 3 months. Damages to business and industrial property in San
Bernardino County also were great, totaling more than $8,000,000. Damages to business and
industrial property were also especially severe in the Cucamonga area, where more than
$5,000,000 in damages was sustained. Agricultural losses were very severe. Intangible

Flood damages in San Bernardino County from both floods were more than $54,000,000. In
the Santa Ana River drainage areas, the flood damages from the January flood were slightly
greater than the flood damages from the February flood ($22,165,000 in the January and
$20,622,000 in February). However, in the Mojave River drainage areas, monetary damages
from the February flood were more than 10 times greater than those caused by the January
flood ($1,020,000 in January and $10,380,000 in February.)

Flood of 1969 2/1/1969
1969 Flood Summary – The January and February 1969 Floods were the most damaging
floods of record in San Bernardino County. Unprecedented damages were sustained by
property in the County. The storms and floods caused the deaths of at least 13 persons.

6.

Disaster Area – The Board of Supervisors Monday declared San Bernardino County a
“disaster area”, after receiving a report indicating that the recent rains did damage totaling
$3,500,000 to county roads, bridges and drainage facilities. The flow of water in some cases
exceeded that of the disastrous 1938 flood. Many areas had flooding conditions which come
only once in 40 years, while lake Arrowhead had a 100-year rainfall.

Disaster Area – Governor Edmund G. Brown yesterday declared San Bernardino County a
disaster area as a result of flooding.

Damage Loss – Estimates on storm damages suffered by the county earlier this month have
now climbed to $3.5 million.

Montclair Basins – A Montclair man was believed drowned late Tuesday when his car dropped
into a 45-foot deep washout on Moreno Street. Scuba divers probed a lake created by flood
waters in a flood control percolation basin between Moreno and San Jose streets. The
washout occurred between two percolation basins, separated by 200 feet, lying north and
south of Moreno Street. Surface water from Upland and Montclair drains into the northern
basin while Claremont surface water is channeled into the southern basin. The washout was
about 45 feet deep, 100 feet across at its widest point, and 200 feet long.

Etiwanda Creek – Monday night the eastbound lanes of the San Bernardino Freeway were
badly flooded near Etiwanda Avenue.

Plunge & Oak Creek – Northeast of Redlands, Plunge and Oak Creek both overflowed into
Greenspot Avenue.

Estimates placed the water flow at 500 to 700 feet a second through the customarily three-foot
wide creek bed. The earth-moving force of the water is emphasized at the east end of Bear
Avenue where the creek bed, usually 50 feet below the homes, now is level with the street.

A temporary dike was constructed on the west side of the creek in an effort to save the bridge
and many of the homes in the village below. Although this action probably saved a majority of
the cabins, the shifting of the stream was responsible for a two-foot depth of water running
through one home. At least six families, permanent residents of the Bear Avenue area,
evacuated their homes during the peak of the overflow Wednesday.

Flood of 1978

Flood of 1993

Flood of 1995

Probability:
Impact (Magnitude/Severity):
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Medium ( Possible )
Medium ( Limited )

Summarizing the Flood Hazard Risk
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The District is aware that any location within Southern California is subject to flooding if there
is enough heavy local rainfall and snowfall in the local mountains. With the close proximity of
the San Antonio Dam, the potential of flooding occurs if a dam failure or rapid water release
should occur. The facilities that are the most vulnerable to flooding in the District are Piping
and related equipments at various Well & Plant sites. Specifically critical are Plant 18
(Reservoir 18-1, 18-2, 18-3), Plant 5, Plant 16 facilities as mentioned in Section 4.4.6.

Probability of Future Events for Flood

Flood of Mar. 1995
Storms and Floods of March 1995. A series of pacific disturbances during March 8 – 15
brought a deluge of severe weather. The resultant peak flow of San Antonio Creek at the
Schaefer Gage Station was 4,419 cfs.

Storms and Floods of January 1995. There were two major rain/flood period during January
of 1995, one on January 4th, and the second on the late evening of January 9 through
January 10. The heaviest rains in many areas were classified as between 50 and 100 year
events by County Flood Control Agencies. The peak flow of San Antonio Creek at the
Schaefer Gage Station was 4,261 cfs.

9.

Flood of 1993
Storms and Floods of January - February 1993. From January 6 to February 28, 1993, a
series of storms pounded the area. The major storms and resultant runoff peaks occurred on
February 8, and on the 18 – 19th of February. The peak flow for the storm period on San
Antonio Creek at the Schaefer Gage Station was 2,856 cfs.

8.

Flood of 1978
Storms and Floods of February – March 1978. Several heavy storms hit the area during this
period. On February 10th, the peak hourly discharge on San Antonio Creek at San Antonio
Dam was 2,070 cfs. Additionally, on March 5th the peak flow for the storm period on San
Antonio Creek was 2,040 cfs.

7.

losses in the County were also great. Except for fatalities and injuries sustained during the
floods, probably the greatest intangible damages sustained were the damages to morale of
people whose homes were damaged or destroyed in the January and February floods. Other
intangible dames included the disruption of normal community business and social activities,
transportation and communications facilities, and public-utility services. Flood-damaged
sewer-lines and sewage-treatment plants posed a threat to the lives and health of many
residents of San Bernardino County.

Dam Failure Inundation Hazard
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Dam failures can result from any one or a combination of the following causes:
Prolonged periods of rainfall and flooding, which causes most failures;
Inadequate spillway capacity, resulting in excess overtopping flows;
Internal erosion caused by embankment or foundation leakage or piping;
Improper maintenance, including failure to remove trees, repair internal seepage problems,
replace lost material from the cross section of the dam and abutments;
Improper design, including the use of improper construction materials and construction
practices;
Negligent operation, including failure to remove or open gates or valves during high flow
periods;
Failure of upstream dams on the same waterway;
Landslides into reservoirs, which cause surges that result in overtopping;
High winds, which can cause significant wave action and result in substantial erosion; and
Earthquakes, which typically cause longitudinal cracks at the tops of embankments that
weaken entire structures.

The hazard classification is not an indicator of the adequacy of a dam or its physical integrity.
Dam failures typically occur when spillway capacity is inadequate and excess flow overtops
the dam, or when internal erosion (piping) through the dam or foundation occurs.

Each dam in the inventory is assigned a downstream hazard classification based on the
potential loss of life and damage to property should the dam fail. The three classifications are
high, significant and low. With changing demographics and land development in downstream
areas, hazard classifications are updated continually.

Recreation (31.3 percent), Fire and farm ponds (17.0 percent), Flood control (14.6 percent),
Irrigation (13.7 percent), Water supply (9.8 percent), Tailings and other (8.1 percent),
Hydroelectric (2.9 percent), Undetermined (2.3 percent ) and Navigation (0.3 percent).

Of the approximately 80,000 dams identified in the National Inventory of Dams, the majority
are privately owned, Federal agencies own 2,131; States own 3,627; local agencies own
12,078; public utilities own 1,626; and private entities or individuals own 43,656. Ownership of
over 15,000 is undetermined. The Inventory categorizes the dams according primary function:

A dam impounds water in the upstream area, referred to as the reservoir. The amount of
water impounded is measured in acre-feet. An acre-foot is the volume of water that covers an
acre of land to a depth of one foot. As a function of upstream topography, even a very small
dam may impound or detain many acre-feet of water. Two factors influence the potential
severity of a full or partial dam failure: the amount of water impounded, and the density, type,
and value of development and infrastructure located downstream.

General Definition:
A dam is defined as a barrier constructed across a watercourse for the purpose of storage,
control, or diversion of water. Dams typically are constructed of earth, rock, concrete, or mine
tailings. A dam failure is the collapse, breach, or other failure resulting in downstream
flooding.

The following section describes the hazard and then details the historical events associated
with this hazard for the Monte Vista Water District.

4.2.4
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The District has experienced minimal damage from floods. It can be expected that similar
circumstances will create similar results. Particular areas of the District have repeatedly been
subject to inundation in varying degrees. In many cases there are residential areas of long
habitation. Construction and improvements through the years have altered the environment in
a manner making them susceptible to this condition. In some cases, the District has been
able to mitigate the threat through appropriate prevention activities. In others, only a rapid
response to known trouble areas has lessened the impact.

The actual effect on the highways, roadways, and bridges within the District’s service area
would depend on several factors. These factors include, but are not limited to, weather,
structural integrity of the dam, volume of water released, and the ability of storm drains and
flood channels to divert water off the roadways and through the District’s service area. The
majority of the flooding would be expected in the northern part of the District if there is a dam
failure or large water release, especially if the water release is unexpected. Additional
flooding could occur along the flood channels within the City of Montclair.

The District’s service area has experienced roadway flooding with rapid water movement in
the past during major weather events. Usually the flooding does not cause major problems,
and is usually short term. In the future, flooding may occur if there is an intense rain storm
with heavy downpour, or a large water release from the San Antonio Dam. This water release
could be due to structural failure, or an emergency release of water, from the dam.

Dam Inundation maps prepared to San Antonio Dam are based on three scenarios; 1)
breaching at the westerly abutment, 2) breaching at the midpoint, 3) breaching at the easterly
abutment. Should a breach in the dam occur, the water released would flow in a southerly
direction through the City of Upland and into the northern part of the District’s service area.
The extent of water flow and/or potential damage after the dam is compromised is hard to
predict. The dam water level, and the severity of the fracture, will dictate the flow of water and
its impact on the District.

Description:
The San Antonio Dam is owned and operated by the Los Angeles District-Corps of Engineers.
It is located at the northerly city limits of Claremont and Upland. It is normally empty except
during or immediately after periods of significant runoff.
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Inventory Assets

Probability:
Impact (Magnitude/Severity):

Low ( Unlikely )
Medium ( Limited )

Population
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The total Population of within the Monte Vista Water District service area that is vulnerable is
approximately 135,000.

4.3.1

Listed below are the assets that the District's Planning Team has identified:
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In order to identify appropriate mitigation actions to reduce losses from identified hazards it is
necessary to identify assets within the District that are vulnerable to these hazards. These assets
may be identified in terms of population, buildings (existing and future), critical facilities, noncritical
facilities, and facilities of high economic importance.

4.3

●
●

Summarizing the Dam Failure Inundation Hazard Risk

Dam failures can result from any one or a combination if the following causes: prolonged periods
of rainfall and flooding, which causes most failures; inadequate spillway capacity, resulting in
excess overtopping flows; internal erosion caused by embankment or foundation leakage or
piping; improper maintenance, including failure to remove trees, repair internal seepage
problems, replace lost material from the cross section of the dam abutments; improper design,
including the use of improper construction materials and construction practices; negligent
operation, including failure to remove or open gates or valves during high flow periods; failure of
upstream dams on the same waterway; landslides into reservoirs, which causes surges that result
in overtopping; high winds, which can cause significant wave action and result in substantial
erosion; and earthquakes which typically cause longitudinal cracks at the tops of embankments
that weaken entire structures.

Dam failures typically occur when spillway capacity is inadequate and excess flow overtops the
dam, or when internal erosion (piping) through the dam or foundation occurs.

In the future, flooding may occur if there is an intense rainstorm with heavy downpour or a large
water release from the San Antonio Dam. This water release could be due to structural failure or
an emergency release of water from the dam.

Probability of Future Events for Dam Failure

There are no historical records for this hazard occurring within the District’s boundary.

The following section lists and describes the historical events associated with this hazard in
Monte Vista Water District.

Dam Failure Inundation Historical Events

Buildings
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Locations of the District's facilities and pipeline configurations are not provided in the facility
information as this information is confidential because of security issues.

This water supply source is 40 percent of the District's total demand, including wholesale
obligation to the City of Chino Hills. The remaining 60 percent supply is comprised of
groundwater production from the Chino Basin.

Monte Vista Water District has 12 active groundwater production wells, seven reservoirs, a water
blending station, booster stations, and an energy recovery station. The District has offices that
include facilities management and administrative functions. The District is one of five members in
a joint powers authority that owns and operates a water treatment plant in Upland, Agua de Lejos
Treatment Plant, also known as the Water Facilities Authority (WFA). Agencies involved in
addition to the District are cities of Upland, Ontario, Chino and Chino Hills. The District has a 24
percent ownership of the treatment plant which has an existing capacity of approximately 81
million gallons of imported water from the State Water Project delivered by the California
Aqueduct to Lake Silverwood. The Rialto Feeder pipeline, owned and operated by Metropolitan
Water District, distributes the water supply to the WFA treatment plant as well as to other
treatment plants along the foothills of the San Gabriel Valley.

4.3.2

Critical Facility List

Reservoir, Well
Well
Well
Well
Well, PSI Reducing Station, Treatment
Facility

Plant 28
Plant 30
Plant 31
Plant 32
Plant 33
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Water Treatment Plant

Well

Plant 19

Agua de Lejos Treatment Plant

Critical

Reservoir, Well

Plant 18

Well

Reservoir, Well

Plant 16

Pipeline

Well

Plant 10

Plant 34

Critical

Well

Plant 6

Water Distribution System

Critical

Well, Reservoir, Booster

Plant 5

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Critical

Well, Reservoir, Booster, Energy Recovery
Station
Plant 4

Critical
Critical

Government Facilities
Booster, Blending Station

Critical Rank

Plant 17

Facility Type

Plant 1
(Administrative Buildings)

Name
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Because the District’s exact location of facilities is extremely sensitive, especially due to increased
concerns for national security, only general locations have been included in this section.

Van M. Jew
Manager of Engineering, Operations and Maintenance
Contact Information:
Monte Vista Water District
10575 Central Avenue,
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 624-0035, Ext. 111
vjew@mvwd.org

Primary Contact:

This section provides a listing of the critical facilities in Monte Vista Water District. The primary
contact for all the District facilities is the following:

4.3.3
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Note: The Agua de Lejos Treatment Plant & Plant 18 are not shown on this map.
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Plant 10
Water and Sewer
Size: 0
Facility Description: Plant 10 consists of groundwater production Well 10, constructed in 1981,
producing about 1,000 gallons of water per minute of high nitrate water. Production water supply
is routed to the Plant 17 blending station for blending prior to distribution to system. Also a zone
break PRV station.

Plant 6
Water and Sewer
Size: 320 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 6 is a pump house in an underground vault. Groundwater production
Well 6 was built in 1937 and produces about 1,000 gallons per minute of high nitrate water.
Production water is routed through the Plant 17 blending station for blending prior to distribution.
Approximately 1 MGD>

Plant 5
Water and Sewer
Size: 50 SQ FT
Facility Description: Groundwater production Well 5 at Plant 5 was constructed in 1956 and
produces approximately 1,500 gallons per minute of low nitrate water. Also on this site is
Reservoir 5, a 2.3 million gallon above ground tank. Two booster pumps to zone 1.

Plant 4
Water and Sewer
Size: 530 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 4 site consists of two groundwater production wells, Wells 4 and 27.
Well 27 is a variable frequency drive well. Well 4 produces approximately 900 gallons per minute,
and Well 27 generates up to 2,000 gallons per minute. Both wells have high levels of nitrate,
requiring blending with imported water received from WFA water treatment facility in Upland. Also
on the site are a hydrogeneration station and physical static blender and a 1.5 million gallon tank
reservoir. 1,000 GPM booster pump to Zone 1.

Plant 17
Water and Sewer
Size: 1300 SQ FT
Facility Description: A major collection and distribution station with a water blending station that
combines and monitors water using computerized equipment from four production wells (Wells 6,
10, 19 and 28.) A series of boosters move the water to District Zones 1 & 2.

Plant 1 (Administrative Buildings)
Government Facilities
Size: 17200 SQ FT
Facility Description: This facility consists of five buildings, including a main office headquarters,
housing administrative, customer service and business, and computer functions. Four smaller
buildings house maintenance, engineering, water system operations and support facilities.
Groundwater production Well 1 is housed at this location, but is currently idle. It was constructed
in 1936 and was taken out of service in 1987.

Critical Facilities for the Monte Vista Water District
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Plant 32
Water and Sewer
Size: 100 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 32 is the site of a groundwater production 2,000 GPM. This well will be
used to pump groundwater and to inject imported water into the aquifer.

Plant 31
Water and Sewer
Size: 100 SQ FT
Facility Description: Groundwater production Well 31 produces approximately 2,000 gallons per
minute of high quality water.

Plant 30
Water and Sewer
Size: 325 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 30 is the site of a groundwater production. This well will be used to
pump groundwater and to inject imported water into the aquifer.

Plant 28
Water and Sewer
Size: 100 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 28 is a 2.5 acre site that houses a 3 million gallon above-ground tank
reservoir. Currently not in operation, it is scheduled for rehabilitation and re-use. Following
clean-up, it was used in an emergency water shortage situation in June 2004 due to an imported
water pipeline shutdown that decreased the District's water supply by 50 percent. Groundwater
production Well 28 produces approximately 2,000 gallons per minute of high quality water.

Plant 19
Water and Sewer
Size: 130 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 19 is the site of groundwater production Well 19 that produces
approximately 1,700 gallons per minute of high quality water. It is the key control well for blending
at the Plant 17 station.

Plant 34 (New - Under Construction)
Water
Size: 100 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 34 the site of a groundwater production. Well 34 is currently under
construction. This well will be used to pump groundwater.

Plant 18
Water and Sewer
Size: 0
Facility Description: Plant 18 located in the SB County area near the City Upland, consists of
three above-ground tank reservoirs that are connected in series and have a combined capacity of
5.5 million gallons. A groundwater production Well 21 is located at this site but is disconnected
due to poor production capacity.

Vulnerability Assessment

Methodology
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2. Construction of new Pump Stations – Cost is approximately $1,500,000 each.

1. Construction of new Reservoirs – Cost is typically $1.50 per gallon of capacity.

The facility replacement costs were calculated using the District’s accounting and insurance
replacement values and/or the following engineering estimates for construction of new facilities:

4.4.1
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This section provides an assessment of vulnerability for the four hazards (earthquakes, drought,
flooding, and dam failure) that pose significant threats to the District. This is the final step in the
four-step risk assessment process and utilizes data and information collected from the local cities
and various external agencies. It provides loss estimates and vulnerability of general buildings, key
facilities with critical functions and governance relationships, and people living and working in the
District's service area. The vulnerability assessment provides a solid basis for analyzing the risk,
the potential exposure, and consequences to the District's operation and safety.

4.4

Agua de Lejos Treatment Plant
Water and Sewer
Size: 0
Facility Description: 81 million gallon capacity water treatment plant that treats imported water for
distribution to its 5-member agencies: Monte Vista Water District and the cities of Chino, Chino
Hills, Ontario and Upland.
Primary Contact:
Terry Catlin
Upland, CA 91786
Phone: (909) 981-9454
Fax: (909) 981-6760
E-mail: tlcatlin@wfajpa.org

Water Distribution System
Water and Sewer
Size: 0
Facility Description: 198 miles of pipelines, ranging in diameter from 2-inch to 48-inch and in age
from new to 80 years old. Pipeline materials consist of asbestos cement pipe, cast iron pipe,
cement mortar line and coated, ductile iron pipe, steel and polyvinyl chloride.

Plant 33
Water and Sewer
Size: 1200 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 33 is the site of a groundwater production 2,000 GPM. This well will be
used to pump groundwater and utilize ion exchange treatment to remove nitrate, and to inject
imported water into the aquifer.

Plant 16
Water and Sewer
Size: 100 SQ FT
Facility Description: Plant 16 consists of a 3.5 million gallon underground reservoir, covered by
tennis courts. Also at the site is groundwater production Well 26, producing approximately 2,000
gallons per minute.

Potential Loss Estimates
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Plant 28
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $2,041,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $439,144
Description of Economic Impact: The loss of this well would eliminate the ability to produce
groundwater at this site and necessitate the purchase of higher cost imported water.

Plant 5
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $1,011,875
Estimated Economic Impact: $183,125
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of this well would require purchase of imported water.
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Plant 30
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $3,500,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $640,000 (50% of 3 mgd for one year at cost differential of $621/AF
for WFA less $240/AF for GW)
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of 3 mgd production and 1.5 mgd injection capability

Plant 19
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $640,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $499,500
Description of Economic Impact: The loss of this facility would negatively impact the District's
ability to produce groundwater, requiring the purchase of imported water at a higher cost.

Plant 4
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $3,257,500
Estimated Economic Impact: $282,125
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of this well would require purchase of imported water. Wells
are also dependent on imported water to blend high nitrate water at this location.

Plant 6
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $139,688
Estimated Economic Impact: $106,144
Description of Economic Impact: Dependent on Plant 17.

Plant 18
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $1,953,750
Estimated Economic Impact: $11,875
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of storage capacity. Need to purchase imported water for
distribution.

Plant 16
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $2,625,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $261,250
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of ability to produce and distribute groundwater requiring
the purchase of water on the spot market, significantly increasing its costs per acre-foot.

Plant 11
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $415,375
Estimated Economic Impact: $0
Description of Economic Impact: Well is currently idle due to mechanical failure. District will need
to decide whether to rehabilitate the well or take it permanently out of service.

Plant 10
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $616,125
Estimated Economic Impact: $98,750
Description of Economic Impact: The loss of this facility would negatively impact the District's
ability to produce groundwater. Furthermore the loss of this facility will reduce system flexibility
and alternatives, requiring the District to purchase water on the spot market, significantly
increasing its costs per acre-foot.

Plant 17
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $2,062,500
Estimated Economic Impact: $2,062,500
Description of Economic Impact: This facility is dependent on the operation of 4 wells and serves
to blend water from these wells for nitrate blending and distribution. The loss of this facility also
means that 4 wells would be shut down and imported water would have to be purchased.

Plant 1 (Administrative Buildings)
Government Facilities
Facility Replacement Cost: $4,285,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $8,750,000
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of primary business facility; loss of billing capability; loss of
payment collection capacity; impairment of cash flow

This section provides an estimation of the potential dollar losses to vulnerable structures identified
in Section 4.3 (Inventory Assets) of this plan. These estimations include facility replacement
costs (structure and contents), estimated economic impact (functional losses), and a description
of the economic impact.

4.4.2

The annual economic impacts were estimated by ranking the facilities by their importance to the
District’s production of water and using this ranking to develop a percentage of importance for
each facility.

4. Construction of new Wells – Cost is typically $2,500,000 per well.

3. Installation of new water Pipelines – Cost is approximately $150 to $200 per linear foot for 6to 12-inch diameter pipeline.

Earthquake Vulnerability Analysis
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Estimated Losses: The economic loss resulting from this hazard is approximately $20.4M. The
loss from damage to structures from this hazard is approximately $65.0M.

Groundwater production wells, reservoirs, pipeline distribution system, booster pumps,
administration building.

The specific critical facilities vulnerable in Monte Vista Water District are:

Critical Facilities: Approximately 100 percent of the District’s critical facilities are vulnerable.

Population: Approximately 100 percent of the District’s population is vulnerable.

4.4.3

The District's share of cost (5-member Joint Powers Authority) is $31,250,000.

Agua de Lejos Treatment Plant
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $31,250,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $5,000,000
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of this facility would prevent the ability to treat surface
imported water which comprises 50 percent of the District's total water supply demand. Total
value of the building to replace is $125,000,000.

Plant 34 (New - Under Construction)
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $4,000,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $1,280,000 (3 mgd for one year at cost differential of $621/AF for
WFA less $240/AF for GW)
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of 3 mgd production capability

Plant 33
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $6,300,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $1,060,000 (3 mgd for one year at cost differential of $621/AF for
WFA less $305/AF for GW)
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of 3 mgd production capability

Plant 32
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $4,100,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $640,000 (50% of 3 mgd for one year at cost differential of $621/AF
for WFA less $240/AF for GW)
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of 3 mgd production and 1.5 mgd injection capability

Plant 31
Water and Sewer
Facility Replacement Cost: $3,900,000
Estimated Economic Impact: $1,280,000 (3 mgd for one year at cost differential of $621/AF for
WFA less $240/AF for GW)
Description of Economic Impact: Loss of 3 mgd production capability
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Projected Deaths: 41
Projected Hospitalized Injuries: 282
Projected Non-Hospitalized Injuries: 1233
Projected Displaced person: 2583
Projected Total Affected : 4138
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Casualties:
Since studies predicted only the total number of deaths and hospitalized injuries, for the entire
county of San Bernardino, it is assumed that a proportionate number of casualties will be
generated in the District’s service area. The total number of casualties projected in the event an
8.3 magnitude earthquake occurs on a weekday at 4:30PM is as follows:

The information presented below provides detailed estimates of potential earthquake losses in the
District from an 8.3 Richter magnitude earthquake on the southern San Andreas Fault. The basis
for the information below was extracted from planning scenarios presented by the California
Division of Mines and Geology, in Special Publication 60, 1982. These estimates are for planning
purposes only and are best guesses based on similar situations experienced in other areas.

4. Without the critical facilities no revenue can be generated for the District.

3. All the District’s critical facilities are at risk, including 80 percent of the District’s pipelines.

2. The District has 6 months of lost revenue from the earthquake.

1. The projected 2009/2010 annual water revenue from the District at $13.0M is used to estimate
the lost annual revenue.

Losses are estimated assuming:
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The San Andreas fault system and other large faults in California: different segments of the fault display
different behavior.

The figure below shows the general location of the San Andreas fault and several other major
faults in California.

Drought Vulnerability Analysis

Dam Failure Inundation Vulnerability Analysis

Flooding Vulnerability Analysis
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The specific critical facilities vulnerable in Monte Vista Water District are:
Piping and related equipment at Plant 18 (Reservoir 18-1, 18-2, 18-3), Plant 5, Plant 16 facilities

Critical Facilities: Approximately 25 percent of the District’s critical facilities are vulnerable.

Population: Approximately 10 percent of the District’s population is vulnerable.

4.4.6

Estimated Losses: The economic loss resulting from this hazard is approximately $456K. The
loss from damage to structures from this hazard is approximately $5.6M.

Piping and related equipment at Plant 18 (Reservoir 18-1, 18-2, 18-3), Plant 5, Plant 16 facilities

The specific critical facilities vulnerable in Monte Vista Water District are:

Critical Facilities: Approximately 25 percent of the District’s critical facilities are vulnerable.

Population: Approximately 10 percent of the District’s population is vulnerable.

4.4.5

The District adopted Ordinance 33 on May 12, 2010, which established the policy and
conservation measures needed during drought conditions. The Ordinance states that District
customers are required to implement certain water use efficiency “best practices” at all times.
During “Significant Water Supply Shortage” conditions, the District's customers shall have a
mandatory 10-25 percent reduction in water usage. “Critical Water Supply Shortage” conditions
will have a mandatory 25-40 percent reduction in water usage. “Emergency Water Supply
Shortage” conditions will have a 40+ percent reduction in drinking water usage.

Imported water cost $660 per acre foot. District purchases 10,500 acre feet per year. Would
affect the District's ability to furnish water to Chino Hills, its wholesale customer. District budgets
$3.6 million annually for purchase of imported water. While its loss saves on expenses, additional
water will need to be pumped or received from other sources if available.

Estimated Losses: The economic loss resulting from this hazard is approximately $2.0M per
year. The loss from damage to structures from this hazard is approximately $0.

Of the 17 critical facilities, 14 are wells and treatment facilities. This generates the 82 percent
being at risk. Reservoirs and pipelines are NOT critical in a drought.

All wells and surface water from the WFA are critical to drought because they supply the water for
the District. During a drought, the levels in the wells become lower and therefore more pumping
is required (increasing the pumping costs) and many wells are not able to produce as much water
during the peak demands. Also, since there is less surface water supply to the treatment plant,
more water has to be imported from Northern California, at a higher cost.

The specific critical facilities vulnerable in Monte Vista Water District are:

Critical Facilities: Approximately 82 percent of the District’s critical facilities are vulnerable.

Population: Approximately 100 percent of the District’s population is vulnerable.

4.4.4
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The District is not a member of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and is fortunate to
not have any identified Repetitive and Severe Repetitive Loss properties.

Agencies and People

Agencies and People
Existing Plans
Regulations, Codes, Policies, and Ordinances
Mitigation Programs and Projects
Fiscal Resources

Groundwater: Chino Groundwater Basin - 78%
Imported Surface Water: State Water Project - 22%
Entitlement Water: San Antonio Water Company - <1%
Purchased Water: City of Upland - <1%
Recycled Water: Reclaimed wastewater for large landscape irrigation, distributed through
separate system - <1%

20,307 acre-feet or 6.6 billion gallons (2009-10)
• Retail: 10,136 acre-feet
• Wholesale: 10,171 acre feet

Average: 17.9 million gallons
Peak: 45.8 million gallons

Monte Vista Water District
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6
6

Daily Demands

6

Water Deliveries

6
6
6
6
6

Water Supply Sources

Monte Vista Water District (MVWD), a county water district formed in 1927, provides retail and
wholesale water supply services to a population of over 135,000 within a 30-square mile area,
including the communities of Montclair, Chino Hills, and portions of Chino.

5.1

●
●
●
●
●
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The District has resources in place that can assist, promote, and implement mitigation actions in the
service area. These capabilities generally fall into the following broad categories:

Section 5 – Community Capability Assessment

Single-Family Residential: 9,676
Multi-Family Residential: 626
Commercial, Industrial, Institutional: 978
Landscape Irrigation: 305
Agricultural: 12
Other: 331

Groundwater Wells: 12 active; one under construction
• Production capacity: 21,660 gallons per minute
• 2010 production: 5.3 billion gallons
• Aquifer Storage & Recovery Wells: 4
Distribution Pipeline: 198 miles
Storage Reservoirs: 6
• 13 million gallons total storage capacity
Pressure Zones: 4
Booster Stations: 4
Energy Recovery Station: 1
Nitrate Blending Station: 1
Surface Water Treatment Plant: Agua de Lejos Treatment Plant
• Operated by the Water Facilities Authority
• 81 million gallons per day capacity
• District owns 24% or 19.4 million gallons per day capacity
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6

36 full-time employees

District Employees

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

6

District Facilities

6
6
6
6
6
6

Retail Metered Connections
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Existing Plans

Natural disasters, such as earthquakes, floods, or wildfires.

●

Regulations, Codes, Policies, and Ordinances
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During extended droughts, the District is not expected to be able to meet its ultimate peak day
summer demand for water supply. The District adopted Ordinance 33 that established water use
efficiency best practices and staged water supply shortage measures on May 12, 2010.

5.3

Hazard Mitigation Plan 2005
Monte Vista Water District Domestic Water Master Plan 2008
Emergency Response Plan Revised 2003
Vulnerability Assessment (EPA) 2003
Reservoir Assessment Study 2004
Urban Water Management Plan 2005
Joint Consolidation Study 1997
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Outsider malevolent acts, such as threatened or intentional contamination of water,
intentional damage/destruction of facilities, detection of an intruder or intruder alarm, bomb
threat, or suspicious mail.

●

Existing Community Plans/Documents:

Operational incidents, such as fire or bacteriological contamination of water associated with
District facilities.

●

The District has an Emergency Plan (last updated in 2003) that is a written response plan detailing
how the District will respond in the event of an emergency or disaster. The District must be
prepared to respond to a variety of threats that require emergency actions by its employees.
Potential threats include:

Another planning document the District updates every 5-10 years is their Water Master Plan. The
District developed a Water Master Plan that was last updated 2008. The master plan develops a
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) for the next 5 to 10 years. The District uses its Master Plan CIP to
fund and construct some of the mitigation projects in the 2011 HMP.

Legislation provides the District a safeguard against water supply and some drought hazard
protection. In 1991, the amendment to the Urban Water Management and Planning Act, in effect
since 1983, requires water suppliers to estimate available water supplies at the end of one, two,
and three years, and to develop contingency plans for shortages of up to 50 percent. The District’s
2005 Urban Water Management Plan presents water supply to demand comparisons through 2030.
The 2010 UWMP will be completed by June 30, 2011 and will update any demand and supplies
documented in the 2005 UWMP and will also require all water agencies to reduce their water
demand by 20 percent by the year 2020. The plan also presents water supply to demand
comparisons for single dry to multiple dry year scenarios.

This section describes the existing plans for Monte Vista Water District.

5.2

Mitigation Programs

A comprehensive customer and community outreach program is conducted to inform
constituents about water issues, including water supply conditions and water use efficiency.

The District provides each service customer with data on water use during the similar period
from the previous year. Customers will use the data to informally evaluate the results of
their conservation efforts taking into consideration climatic difference, exact billing period
length, and any changes they have made to their households which could affect water
consumption.

•

•

Fiscal Resource

Fees for new facilities from local developers

Metering availability charge

A percentage of local property taxes

If necessary, local bond measures

●

●

●

●
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Technical resources are available through the District's engineering department and management
information systems department. The District is eligible to receive grant funding from California

The District has a category within its Fiscal Reserve Fund for emergencies. Reserves also include
categories for operating reserves, growth fund and capital replacement funds.

Revenue from water sales

●

This section describes the technical and fiscal resources for Monte Vista Water District.

5.5

Also, the District stores an earthquake supply bin at the Operations Yard for employees and
families during an emergency. The supply bin is complete with cooking stove, pots, first aid kits,
lanterns, blankets, propane, food, cameras, cots, etc.

The District sponsors an annual poster coloring contest at local elementary schools where
the students are required to draw a poster with a water conservation theme.

•

As a condition of water service, all new structures shall be equipped with ultra low-flush toilets (1.6
gallons per flush max) as per Section 17921.3 of the California Health and Safety Code.
To promote voluntary conservation, the District has initiated a public awareness and education plan
consisting of the following:

The District currently reviews the intended water usage of all new large water customers. They also
provide nonpotable industrial process water at a reduced rate. When nonpotable sources are
available, the District will use this source for development construction water such as imported
water.

Funds through surcharge from the imported water, tier-rate structure and allocation from grants
received from the regional programs from the Inland Empire Utility Agency (IEUA)helps the District
offer financial and other incentives to improve landscape water use efficiency. These incentives
include a progressive budget-based tiered rate structure for residential customers including a Tier 2
rate for efficient outdoor usage; free landscape irrigation evaluations; commercial and residential
rebates for “smart” irrigation controllers and rotating nozzles for pop-up spray head retrofits; and
commercial rebates for central computer controllers and large rotary nozzles.

5.4

Operating Budget: $14.8 million (2010-11)
Capital Improvement Budget: $4.3 million
Capital Improvement Plan
$100 million investment over 30 years
Upgrade water supply and distribution systems
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•
•
•
•
•

District Budget
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Department of Water Resources and other grant sources through FEMA and other federal and state
agencies.

Overview

Mitigation 5-Year Progress Report

Increased
Reservoir
Capacity

Pipeline
Improvements

State Street
Feeder

MVWD2

MVWD5

MVWD8
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Mitigation
Action
Reservoir
Seismic
Retrofits

Project
No.
MVWD1

Deferred

YES

On-going,
Some design
completed

Construction
Deferred

Deferred

Design completed Construction
Deferred

Completed
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Project was deferred due to
budget cuts.
Upsizing and rehabilitation of
the existing Benson Feeder

Project was deferred due to
budget cuts.
Rehabilitate or replace aging
pipelines. 71 projects over 30
years.

Add 8 million gallons reservoir
storage capacity. One new
reservoir; rehabilitation of
existing reservoir.

Project was deferred due to
budget cuts.

Tank retrofits of tie-down
anchors at Reservoir 18-1 and
Reservoir 18-2 and R28.
Modifications of drain piping
and overflow piping at R18-1
and R18-2 and also at R4 and
R5.

Comments

Status of 2005 HMP Mitigation Actions

Further, the updated plan includes in its prioritization, any new mitigation actions identified since the
previous plan was approved or through the plan update process.

As discussed in Section 3.6, the District’s planning team reviewed each of the projects from the
2005 HMP and discussed the status of each project and the reasons for why they had or had not
been implemented. This updated 2011 HMP identifies the completed, deleted, or deferred actions
or activities from the 2005 approved plan as shown in Table below, as a benchmark for progress.
The plan update provides an opportunity for the District to reconsider the range of specific actions.

6.2

The purpose of this analysis was to identify projects (actions) that helped the District to meet the
Goals and Objective for each priority hazard. By going through this process, the District has
identified hazards in our community, assessed which hazards pose the most significant risk, and
identified projects to help reduce and/or eliminate the risk.

6.1

Section 6 – Mitigation Strategies

Conservation
Programs

Mitigation
Action
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MVWD10

Project
No.

Continued
implementation of

Programs to be
implemented:

November 2009: new
CA law: achieve 20%
reduction in water
demand by 2020.

Ordinance revised 5/10
– year-round required
water efficiency best
practices; staged water
supply shortage
measures; August 2010:
implemented a Budgetbased Tiered rate (4
Tiers) program for single
family residential
customers.

15% reduction in overall
water demand achieved.

Adopted ordinance
establishing water
conservation best
practices and staged
water shortage demand
management measures;
declared Stage I Water
Supply Shortage, calling
for 5-10 % reduction in
water use (voluntary) on
10/08; declared Stage II
Water Supply Shortage
(10-15% reduction
needed) in April 2009;

Board of Directors
actions:

Completed.
Additional actions:
Severe drought
conditions during 20072010 resulted in
implementation of a
comprehensive outreach
program to customers,
calling for reduction in
water use, beginning in
August 2007.

Completed

On-going

Deferred

that conveys water from the
Water Facilities Authority, and
the construction of a 24-inch
pipeline within State Street.
Project will convey up to 10
million gallons of water per
day to Ramona and State
Streets where it is metered
and sent to the City of Chino
Hills.
Rebates on water efficient
appliances; promote and
provide education on drought
tolerant landscapes and use of
water efficient irrigation
systems (ET controllers);
education programs for
children & youth

Comments
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Recycled water system
developed to reduce
demand for potable
water supply.

On-going education
programs for schools,
adults (gardening
classes, workshops), art
poster contest, teacher
workshops and grants,
school garden program.

budget-based tier rates
for commercial
customers; landscape
irrigation surveys of Tier
3 & Tier 4 customers
who are over water
budget; nozzle
distribution/installation
program; continue
rebate programs for
residential & commercial
customers.

Completed

Deferred

Mitigation Goals, Objectives, and Projects

Mitigation
Action

Comments

All Hazards

Continually improve the understanding of the location and potential impacts of natural hazards, the
vulnerability of building types, and community development patterns and the measures needed to
protect life safety.

Continually provide state and local agencies with updated information about hazards, vulnerabilities,
and mitigation measures.

Ensure that all structures in the District meet minimum standards for life safety.

Ensure that all development in high-risk areas is protected by mitigation measures that provide for life
safety.
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Ensure that all local codes and standards ensure the protection of life.

●

●

●

●

●
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Objectives:

Goal: Goal is to save lives and reduce injuries. Many local laws have public safety of citizens as
their primary concern. Protecting lives is also the basis for emergency planning, response, and
mitigation activities.

6.3.1

The process of identifying goals began with a review and validation of the Goals and Objectives in
the District’s 2005 HMP and the San Bernardino County’s 2005 Operational Area HMP. Using the
2005 as the basis, the District’s planning team completed an assessment/discussion of whether
each of the goals was still valid. This discussion also led to the opportunity to identify new Goals
and Objectives. The two high profile hazards for the District are earthquake and drought. While
other hazards were profiled in previous sections, the District’s priority and focus for the mitigation
projects will be for only the two high profile hazards.

6.3

Project
No.

Identify and mitigate all imminent threats to life safety.

Conservation Programs

Develop Interconnections

Increase Access to Groundwater Supply
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To increase storage capacity to store water from increased production.

To construct ion exchange treatment facilities at wellhead sites.

To construct aquifer storage and recovery wells to inject imported water into the ground for
storage that can be extracted during drought conditions. This modality also improves water
quality over time by providing in-basin blending.

Objectives:
To construct new groundwater production facilities to increase access to water supply.
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Mitigation Goals:
To increase access to groundwater supply to meet demand of retail and wholesale customers
during emergency situations that may result in the total disruption or decrease of imported water
supply.

3.

Objectives:
To construct permanent water system interties to link District's system with adjacent water
systems to increase water supply during disruptions due to earthquake events, flood damage or
reduction of imported water supply during droughts.

Mitigation Goals:
To seek alternatives to enhance reliability and to provide adequate water supply during
emergency situations.

2.

Conduct water conservation education programs (water efficient gardening and irrigation classes;
school education; etc.)

Develop landscape ordinances that will decrease water use.

Develop ordinances that would outline mandatory conservation measures during droughts.

Promote water-saving appliances by providing rebate programs, providing incentives to purchase
(toilets, washing machines, pool covers.)

Objectives:
Promote drought-tolerant landscapes and plant materials in residential and commercial and
industrial uses.

Mitigation Goals:
To implement conservation programs, with emphasis on outdoor conservation measures, to
reduce demand, especially in drought conditions.

1.

Overview of the Mitigation Goals and Objectives:

●

Increase Redundancy in Water System

Increase Storage Capability

Pipeline Improvements

Provide Back-up Power for Wells

Recycled Water
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Objectives:
Identify potential customers and work with Inland Empire Utilities Agency to facilitate building of
infrastructure to bring recycled water to District's service area.

Mitigation Goals:
To develop a program where non-potable recycled water can be used for irrigation of large
landscapes within the District's service area.

8.

Objectives:
Obtain portable trailer-mounted diesel engine generators.

Mitigation Goals:
To provide back up, temporary power sources in the event of a prolonged electrical service
disruption. Groundwater production wells use electricity to pump water from the ground. Booster
stations use electricity to boost water from wells to reservoirs and service zones.

7.

Objectives:
1. Implement the Pipeline Replacement Program as recommended by the 2008 Domestic Water
Master Plan.

Mitigation Goals:
To rehabilitate or replace water distribution pipelines that are deteriorating due to age
considerations in order to minimize damage or failure during earthquake event.

6.

Objectives:
1. Increase system reliability in the event of a power failure, pumping interruptions, a natural
disaster, fire or atypical events.

Mitigation Goals:
Increase reservoir storage capacity or implement storage equivalents.

5.

Objectives:
Construct pipeline facilities and connections.

Mitigation Goals:
To increase water supply and distribution system redundancy and flexibility. Redundancy in the
supply and pipeline systems so that water deliveries can continue when portions of the entire
system are disrupted. The uncertainty is predicting the location of damage increases the
importance of system redundancy and alternative supplies.

4.

Earthquake Seismic Retrofitting for Reservoirs

Earthquakes

Reduce or eliminate all repetitive property losses due to flood, fire and earthquake.
Research, develop, and adopt cost-effective codes and standards to protect properties
beyond the minimum of protecting life safety.
Establish a partnership among all levels of government and the business community to
improve and implement methods to protect property.

●
●
●

Pipeline Replacement Program
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Hazards Mitigated: Earthquake, Drought

Total Cost: $5 Million

Priority Ranking: High

Description: To rehabilitate or replace water distribution pipelines that are deteriorating due to
age considerations in order to minimize damage or failure during earthquake event.

1)
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Encourage property protection measures for all communities and structures located in hazard
areas.

●

Mitigation Projects:

Discourage development in high hazard areas.

●

Objectives:

Goal: Goal is to avoid damages to property. The District agreed that the strengthening of
building, mechanical, and fire codes is critical to the protection of property and life and the
reduction of seismic risk, fire and flood hazards. These codes help water utilities design and
construct reservoirs, pump stations, groundwater wells, and pipelines that resist the forces of
nature and ensure safety.

6.3.2

2. Modification of drainpiping and overflow piping at the steel reservoirs in order to increase the
flexibility of piping systems. Existing rigid connections of aboveground piping to buried piping
at these reservoirs are subject to disconnection and rupture during seismic shaking. Piping
retrofits are recommended at Reservoir 18-1, 18-2, 18-3, 4 and 5.

Objectives:
1. Install tie-down anchorages at Reservoir 18-1 and 18-2.

Mitigation Goals:
To increase the ability of District reservoirs to withstand seismic events within projected
magnitudes.

9.

Construct New Groundwater Well 34

Steel Reservoir Inlet Seismic Retrofit

Concrete Footing Reservoir Seismic Retrofit

Drought

Reduce Water Demand -- Water conservation has become a viable long-term supply option
because it saves considerable capital and operating cost for the District.

●
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Improve Operational Efficiency & Transfers – This idea is to move water from where it occurs
to where it will be used.
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Increase water supply -- Creating innovative ways to generate new supplies.

●

●

Objectives:

Goal: Goal is to improve drought preparedness. The goal is to address the drought hazard
through mitigation over the long-term and the objectives listed below.

6.3.3

Hazards Mitigated: Earthquake

Total Cost: $150,000

Priority Ranking: Medium

Description: Additional width (ranging from 2 to 2.5 feet) of reinforced concrete added to each
footing. This would protect the tank from a lateral earthquake and the properties downstream of
the tank from being flooded if the tank were to rip open during an earthquake.

4)

Hazards Mitigated: Earthquake

Total Cost: $630,000

Priority Ranking: Medium

Description: Tie-down anchorage to prevent tank overturning during an earthquake event, to
comply with the current American Water Works Association Standards D100-05 requirements. All
tank piping penetrations shall be furnished with flexible expansion joints, to lessen chance of pipe
rupture during seismic events.

3)

Hazards Mitigated: Earthquake, Drought

Total Cost: $4 Million

Priority Ranking: High

Description: To increase access to groundwater supply to meet demand of retail and wholesale
customers during emergency situations that may result in the total disruption or decrease of
imported water supply

2)

Expand Recycled Water System – Provide a greater area of availability for Reclaimed Water
usage for irrigation usage.

Implementation of Budget-Based Tiered Rate Structure

Ordinance 33 Enforcement and Implementation

Recycled Water Laterals Phase II, Master Plan Expansion

Flooding

Monte Vista Water District
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The District is not a member of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and is fortunate to
not have any identified Repetitive and Severe Repetitive Loss properties.

Goal: Goal is to comply with the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).

6.3.4

Hazards Mitigated: Drought

Total Cost: $1.5 Million

Priority Ranking: Medium

Description: Expansion of existing recycled water system. Currently scoped for 100 acre-feet of
additional demand. Further expansion for potential 500 acre-feet additional demand may follow
after development of Recycled Water Master Plan, completion in March 2010.

3)

Hazards Mitigated: Drought

Total Cost: Variable, depending on level of enforcement required

Priority Ranking: High

Description: Description: Ordinance 33 includes mandatory “best practices” for year-round
efficient water usage, as well as staged water supply shortage stages if further demand
management is required to offset near-term threats to water supply (cutbacks to imported supply,
extended drought, equipment failure, act of terrorism, and/or natural disaster).

2)

Hazards Mitigated: Drought

Total Cost: Variable, depending on conservation fund revenues

Priority Ranking: High

Description: Assist customers in reducing water use to avoid higher tiered rates for inefficient of
excessive water use. Implementation is expected to assist District in reducing demand by 20% by
2020, in compliance with SB x7-7. Revenue from upper tier charges is dedicated to a separate
conservation fund to support water use efficiency programs.

1)

Mitigation Projects:

●

Mitigation Priorities

Implementation Strategy

Overall cost/benefit of the mitigation strategy. For example, anchorage of equipment at
the District’s facilities is considered a high priority because of very high benefit to cost
ratio.

•
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Because the District is a fairly small organization, there are currently no divisions or departments;
the District is managed as one entity. Therefore, no one single person or department is responsible
for implementing the 2011 HMP; it will be a District-wide activity and incorporated into the District’s
CIP as discussed in the next Section.

For each project, the benefits and costs were identified by the local planning team and then each
project was prioritized. The benefits included the estimated risk reduction, District goals, available
funding and ease of implementation. Costs included construction costs, operation and
maintenance costs, environmental considerations, and time for implementation.

The District developed a matrix for the mitigation implementation strategy as a useful tool that
consolidated and tracked mitigation actions. The implementation strategy focuses on the high
priority mitigation projects that can be implemented during the five-year plan cycle. As shown in the
table below, the implementation strategy includes the potential funding source, timeframe for
completion, and cost estimates.

For the successful mitigation of hazards identified in this plan and to meet the District’s goals within
a reasonable time frame, an implementation strategy has been developed. The strategy includes
an identification of the objectives identified in Section 6.3, development of planning level cost
estimates and a time frame for implementation.

6.5

Impact to the District’s system from the identified vulnerability. This was the planning
team’s decision and they included cost in the decision.

•

The District’s objectives have then been prioritized based on the following:

As outlined in Section 3.6, the District’s implementation strategy included identifying a set of first tier
objectives. These objectives are considered the highest priority and once implemented will result in
substantial improvement in the overall reliability of the system. The remaining objectives, not
included in the first tier objectives, are considered desirable and will further enhance the system
reliability once the first tier objectives are achieved.

6.4

Revenue From Water Sales

Construct New Groundwater
Well 34

Revenue From Recycled
Water Sales, Grants, &
Loans

1

2011-2016 2

2011-2016 1

2011

2011-2016 2

2011-2016 2

2011-2016 1

$1.5 Million

$5 Million

$4 Million

$630,000

$150,000

Variable,
depending on
conservation fund
revenues

Variable,
depending on
level of
enforcement
required

Priority
Ranking Estimated Cost

2011-2016 1

Timeframe
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The implementation strategy has been developed based on the recommended Capital Improvement
Program developed as part of the multi-hazard reliability project. Once these objectives are
achieved, implementation schedule and planning level budget estimates for second tier objectives
can be developed in future revisions to the plan, if so desired by the District and the public.

Recycled Water Laterals
Phase II

Revenue From Water Sales

Revenue From Water Sales

Steel Reservoir Inlet Seismic
Retrofit

Pipeline Replacement Program

Revenue From Water Sales

Funding Source

Concrete Footing Reservoir
Seismic Retrofit

Implementation of BudgetBased Tiered Rate Structure

Ordinance 33 Enforcement and
Implementation

Mitigation Projects

Implementation Strategy for 2011-2016

Monitoring, Evaluating and Updating the Plan
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9
9
9
9
9

Neighboring Water Agency representative
Neighboring City representative
Water District customer representative
Chamber of Commerce representative
Representation from professional organizations
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In order to make this Planning Team as broad and useful as possible, the District may engage other
relevant organizations and agencies in hazard mitigation. Listed below are recommendations of
agencies that may be added to the Hazard Mitigation Planning Team:

9 City of Montclair Fire Department - Emergency Services Coordinator
9 Chino Basin Water Conservation District

9 Monte Vista Water District
6 Water Systems Supervisor
6 Maintenance Superintendent
6 Engineering Technician
6 Projects Assistant
6 General Manager
6 Public Affairs Director
6 Manager of Engineering, Operations and Maintenance
6 Manager of Finance & Administration

The District will assign a Facilitator of the planning team; the Facilitator will assign representatives
from each District department, including, but not limited to, the current Hazard Mitigation Planning
Team members. The District has formed a Hazard Mitigation Planning Team that consists of
members from various departments, local agencies and includes the following:

Continual Development of the Planning Team

Because the Plan is a living document that reflects the District’s ongoing hazard mitigation
activities, the process of monitoring, evaluating, and updating it will be critical to the effectiveness of
hazard mitigation in the District’s area.

Description of Plan Maintenance Procedures:

Plan Last Updated On: March 11, 2005.

7.1

This section will give an explanation of how the District intends to incorporate the mitigation
strategies present in this Plan into existing District plans and mechanisms as described in Section
5.2. The purpose of this section is to give a snapshot of the actions that the District intends to
implement over the next five years to monitor, evaluate, and update this LHMP. This section is
intended to be forward thinking and emphasize future activities. It is necessary to engage in a
formal review process so as to ensure that this Plan remains an active and relevant document.
Lastly, this section will describe how the public will continue to be involved in the planning and
updating processes.

Section 7 – Plan Maintenance

Implementation through Existing Programs
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Mitigation strategies relating to drought will also be a part of the updating of the District's Urban
Water Management Plan due every five years to the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR). This plan related to drought planning efforts.
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The MVWD’s HMP will be overlaid with the District's 30-year Monte Vista Water District Domestic
Water Master Plan, first developed in 1997 and updated in 2008. While many projects are in both
plans, future updates of the Master Plan will consider the goals, objectives and projects of the
LHMP. The next major update of the Monte Vista Water District Domestic Water Master Plan is
scheduled for 2018 at the time a new five-year rate and fee schedule is due. Capital improvement
projects are prioritized for certain budget years and are reviewed in a comprehensive manner at the
time each budget is prepared for the given year. All projects over certain dollar amount need
approval from the Board of Directors prior to their being expensed.

7.2

If necessary changes to the Plan are identified during the formal review process, then the Planning
Team will designate members of the team to be responsible for making the changes and updating
the information. The designated team members will have an appropriate amount of time
(determined by the Planning Team) to make the changes to the Plan before submitting it to the
Planning Team for review. Once the Plan has been revised it will be forwarded to the Board of
Directors for review and approval. The Planning Team will also notify all holders of the Hazard
Mitigation Plan when changes have been made. Every five years the updated Plan will be
submitted to San Bernardino County Office of Emergency Services, Cal EMA, and FEMA for review
and approval.

The District’s Planning Team will review the goals and mitigation projects to determine their
relevance to changing situations within the District’s boundary, as well as changes in State or
Federal policy, and to ensure they are addressing current and expected conditions. The District’s
Planning Team will also review the risk assessment portion of the Plan to determine if this
information should be updated or modified, given any new available data. At the annual review
meetings, the District’s Planning Team will review the enumerated mitigation projects and will report
on their status, the success of various implementation processes, success of coordination efforts,
and which strategies should be revised.

The District’s Planning Team will meet, at a minimum, on a yearly basis to review the Hazard
Mitigation Plan. These meetings will provide an opportunity to discuss the progress of the
mitigation projects and maintain the partnerships that are essential for the sustainability of the Plan.
The HMP Facilitator will be responsible for contacting the Planning Team members and organizing
the meetings.

The District’s Hazard Mitigation Planning Team will be responsible for coordinating the
implementation of mitigation projects and undertaking the formal review process of this Plan.

Annual Review

9 Representation from other utility companies
9 An elected official

Continued Public Involvement
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The District will continue to provide educational information to the public on our website to aid in
conserving water to keep people informed of the drought hazard. All of our energy saving and
conservation saving device suggestions such as ultra low-flush toilets will continue to be announced
and explained on our website and in our newsletters so the public is kept updated on the drought
and other hazards.

The District will continue to involve the public during the plan maintenance process over the next
five years. The District, with its decision to incorporate the hazard mitigation plan in its yearly CIP
planning process, has ensured continued public involvement in this plan. The CIP approval is an
open public process. As part of the approval process the CIP is presented to the District’s Board of
Directors in an open public meeting and by virtue of this, progress towards achieving the District’s
goals and objectives identified in the hazard mitigation plan will also be open for public review and
comment.

7.3

Monte Vista Water District Resolution 658-11 Hazard Mitigation Plan Adoption 2011
FEMA Letter of Approval of Monte Vista Water District 2011 Hazard Mitigation Plan

J.
K.
L.
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Hazard Mitigation Plan Joint Release
MVWD Fall 2010 Waterline

I.

Monte Vista Water District 2010 HMP Public Notice
Monte Vista Water District Website – HMP Request for Input

F.
H.

PowerPoint Presentation on Hazard Mitigation Plan – August 25, 2010
Minutes of the Meeting of Board of Directors – August 25, 2010

E.
G.

Board of Directors Agenda – August 25, 2010
Board Letter for LHMP Agenda Item – August 25, 2010

D.

Monte Vista Water District Resolution 592-05 Hazard Mitigation Plan Adoption 2005

B.
C.

Monte Vista Water District Hazard Mitigation Plan Letter of Adoption 2005

A.

Section 8 – Attachments
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Attachment B
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Attachment L

